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A mobile Olympics

RIO DE JANEIRO – There was
a 150% growth in total video
streams worldwide for the 2016 Rio
Olympics compared to the 2012
London Olympics, said eMarketer.
Many viewers of the Rio Olympics
have also moved from traditional TV and desktop viewing to
mobile viewing, added the market
research company, with convenience and better content cited as
the two main reasons for doing so.

IOC’s own channel

LAUSANNE – The International
Olympic Committee (IOC) has
launched the Olympic Channel to
allow fans to experience the power
of sports and the Olympic Movement all-year round. Starting
Aug 21, after the closing ceremony
of the Rio Olympics, the Olympic
Channel platform is available at
olympicchannel.com via a mobile
app for Android and iOS devices.
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Chance to check out
HDR TV at IBC 2016
by shawn liew

GENEVA – High dynamic range
(HDR) television will bring a whole
new viewing experience to audiences around the world, declared
Zhao Houlin, secretary-general of
the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), which has recently
announced the ITU-R HDR-TV
Recommendation BT.2100.
The proposed new standard
specifies two different approaches
for producing HDR TV images —
the Perceptual Quantisation (PQ)
specification and the Hybrid LogGamma (HLG) specification.
It also allows TV producers to
choose from three levels of detail
or resolution: HDTV (1920x1080),
4K/Ultra HD (UHD) TV (3840x2160)
and 8K (7680x4320), all of which
use the progressive imaging system with extended colour gamut
and range of frame rates in ITU’s
UHDTV Recommendation BT.2020.

The newly announced ITU-R HDR-TV Recommendation BT.2100 is specified
for the delivery of HDR TV images, as more HDR TV sets become available,
including Sony's ZD9 4K/Ultra HD HDR Android TV. However, is HD HDR a real
option for broadcasters in Asia?

HDR will be an important factor
in improving the TV viewing experience, and may not necessarily
be restricted to 4K/UHD and beyond, suggested Dr Peter Siebert,
executive director, DVB Project.
“Personally, I see a big future for
the combination of HD and HDR,

PCCW Media invests in quality content
HONG KONG – PCCW Media has acquired an equity interest in US-based
STX Entertainment. As part of this
investment, PCCW has also signed
an overseas content distribution
agreement with STX Entertainment
to bring original and first-run Hollywood content.
The companies will also co-produce regionally tailored programmes
for PCCW to distribute across its pay-TV and over-the-top (OTT) services
in Hong Kong, South-east Asia and India.

especially for terrestrial services,”
he told APB.
The current stumbling block to
the adoption of HD HDR, Dr Siebert
pointed out, lies with the ability,
or lack thereof, of legacy receivers
to work with a 10-bit transmission
88

X-PLATFORM

Local content
key in new era
of audience
engagement?
LE GRAND-SACONNEX – Subscription-video-on-demand (SVoD)
services are continuing to gain
favour with European subscribers,
growing by 56% between 2014
and 2015. By 2020, expect 50 million European households to have
at least one SVoD subscription,
said the Market Insights: SVoD in
Europe report from the European
Broadcasting Union’s (EBU) Media
Intelligence Service.
However, these are “modest
gains” compared to the US, which
remains the driver of global SVoD
consumption. SVoD services in
Europe are generally used as a
complement to traditional TV,
rather than as a substitute, Florence
Hartmann, senior media analyst at
EBU, told APB.
“Although the emergence of
SVoD services may be one of the
factors behind the slight erosion of linear TV viewing in some
88

World’s fastest 4K and IP multiviewer
When it comes to speed and flexibility, there’s
nothing to compare with our new SynView
multiviewer for 4K and IP production.
Powerful, modular and with unequalled low
processing delay and start-up, SynView is the
perfect fit for a range of applications from major
fast-response production monitor walls to small
OB van preview monitoring.
Ready for 4K today? To see SynView’s power
and versatility for yourself, with multiple screens
running from just three cards, visit IBC2016
Hall 10 Stand A.21 & B.21 for a live demo!
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EDITORIAL

HD HDR may be a
better choice for Asia
If you are visiting IBC 2016 this year, what are
some of the key technological developments that
you will be focusing on? Are you all out to find
how you can build a functioning, cost-effective
IP-based broadcast system?
Is 4K/Ultra HD (UHD) coming to your region,
thus putting time pressure on you to discover all
you need to know about the technology, and how
you can implement it cost-effectively?
Should the latter apply to you, IBC 2016 should
be an interesting treasure trove of innovations for
you — 4K/UHD discussion will be rife, along with
deep discussions on high dynamic range (HDR).
As the viewing of HDR content is distanceindependent when compared to 4K/UHD viewing, HDR, along with parameters such as high
frame rate (HFR) and wide colour gamut (WCG),
is increasingly touted as being key determinants
in deciding how widely 4K/UHD will eventually
be adopted.
As with broadcast IP, standardisation will be
a key issue with HDR. The ITU for one has announced the ITU-R HDR-TV Recommendation
BT.2100, which allows broadcasters to choose
from three levels of detail or resolution — HDTV,
4K/UHDTV and 8K, all of which use the progressive
imaging system with extended colour gamut and
range of frame rates in the ITU-R UHDTV Recommendation BT.2020.
This, once again, raises the question: Should
broadcasters, particularly those in Asia-Pacific,
examine the possibility of combining HDR with
HD, instead of launching potentially more costly
4K/UHD services?
One organisation that is quietly optimistic
about HD HDR is the DVB Project, which is attempting to address the issue of backwardcompatibility with a November 2016 launch of a
new technical specification.

Stay connected with

The pertinent issue facing the prospects of HD
HDR, both the DVB Project and the Asia-Pacific
Broadcasting Union (ABU) pointed out, is the
10-bit transmission path required by HDR. Because current HDTV delivery functions on an
eight-bit transmission path, legacy equipment are
not able to support HDR content.
As the ABU maintained, many broadcasters in
Asia-Pacific also remain largely in the dark about
HDR, in terms of implementation, cost, potential
opportunities and challenges.
This observation can perhaps be reflected in
the number of broadcasters or service providers
APB contacted who were non-committal when
approached to discuss where they see how HDR
can be integrated as part of their broadcast
ecosystems, even as the region continues to
lag behind in the transition to digital terrestrial
television.
Having said that, HD HDR is arguably an attractive proposition for many Asia-Pacific operators, who might be hard-pressed to justify the cost
of launching 4K/UHD services at a time when SD
services are still prevalent in the region.
And if HD HDR can potentially offer image
quality at least on par with 4K/UHD, if not better,
cost-conscious broadcasters in Asia-Pacific will do
well to bear this in mind when deciding on that
next big technology transition.
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VIEW FROM THE TOP: Which second-generation DTT standard suits you better?
Dr Peter Siebert, executive director, DVB Project, addresses and examines ATSC3.0
and DVB-T2, the two pre-eminent second-generation DTT solutions available
today.

11

PROMPTINGS: Expanding by collaborating across platforms and locations
Melvin Ang, CEO of Singapore-headquartered mm2 Entertainment, details the
success of a home-grown production company.

18

EVENTS: Preview of IBC 2016; and Calendar of Events 2016/17.
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FEATURE: Superior image quality keeps viewers watching on
Quality content is likely to remain the key in retaining eyeballs, even as emerging
technologies become critical enablers in content creation. Luckily, broadcasters
and content producers are presented with a number of essential tools, no matter
in which format they choose to shoot.

22

Jason Bourne returns with a touch of Meglic
Director of photography Igor Meglic shot the latest installation of the Jason
Bourne movie franchise with Blackmagic Design cameras.
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FEATURE: KVM provides efficient workflow at less time
To make workflows more efficient and with less time-consuming processes,
broadcasters are relying more on KVM (keyboard, video and mouse) switches —
hardware devices that allow a user to control multiple broadcast systems from
one or more sets of KVM devices.

27

LTO technology and data security discussed
The LTO Program explains how LTO technology can help broadcasters and
content owners secure key data assets.

Distribution
Asia-Pacific Broadcasting (APB) has been the voice of the broadcast
and multimedia industry for the past 33 years. It brings news of
groundbreaking events and features interviews with decisionmakers and professionals in the industry. The publication also tracks
and reviews the hottest industry developments and technology
trends. Since 1998, APB has been the official publisher for the
annual BroadcastAsia Show in Singapore, and a partner in other
major trade events worldwide, including NAB, BIRTV, IBC, CCBN,
KOBA, Inter-BEE, Broadcast India, and CASBAA Convention. With
its vision and mission to become an integral part of the industry,
APB has been organising CEO Roundtables, Forums & Seminars
since 1999.
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FEATURE: Production units on wheels have roads yet untravelled
At many major live events around the world, the sighting of OB vehicles is
ubiquitous, as they remain a key fixture in live production for the foreseeable future.

33

Intelsat EpicNG expands global reach with new satellite launch
The second satellite in the Intelsat EpicNG satellite fleet, Intelsat 33e, was
scheduled for launch last month on Aug 24. Terry Bleakly, regional vicepresident, Asia-Pacific sales, Intelsat, tells APB more.
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FEATURE: Laying down the markers on the road to IP
As well as issues such as interoperability and open standards, many broadcasters
remain undecided on the operational efficiency or cost-effectiveness to be gained
from making the transition to IP. Is the road to IP filled with insurmountable odds,
or might the transition not be as complicated as some think?
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VRT-EBU LiveIP studio deployed by IBC TV
To demonstrate the possibilities of live IP production, IBC TV is using the VRTEBU LiveIP studio production set-up to shoot, edit and produce some of the
programmes covering the IBC 2016 conference and exhibition.
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OTT built for viewers
Nickhil Jakatdar, CEO of Vuclip, shares some tips on how to create a successful
OTT video streaming service.
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Which second-generation DTT
standard suits your needs better?
by dr peter siebert

When the DVB-T2 standard was published in 2009, it was the first, and for
some time the only, second-generation
Digital Terrestrial Transmission (DTT)
standard. Because of its superior spectral
efficiency and its operational flexibility,
DVB-T2 has become very successful,
especially in Asia-Pacific countries that
have predominantly embraced T2 technology.
Now, with ATSC 3.0, there is another
second-generation DTT specification
and the obvious question is: What are
the relevant differences between ATSC
3.0 and DVB-T2? Before answering this
question, I want to congratulate our
colleagues at ATSC. Over the past three
years, they have brought the relevant
experts together and have created a
remarkable DTT specification which is
a marked advance on its predecessor,
ATSC 1.0.
The physical layer of ATSC 3.0 has
reused the basic building blocks from
DVB-T2, which are OFDM and LDPC
Forward Error Correction
Codes. First comparisons
based on simulations for an
AWGN channel have demonstrated a performance
improvement of about
1dB, mainly resulting from
using non-uniform constellations and advanced
LDPC codes.
These tools provide improved performance at the cost of higher complexity. 1dB is for sure an improvement but it
is not in the same range as the transition
from a first- to a second-generation
standard, which in the case of DVB was
about 6dB.
There are additional new tools in
ATSC 3.0, including MIMO. So far, DVB
has purposely not made such a move
for T2, because to date there has been
no commercial demand for it. Obviously,
operators are also concerned about the
more complex and expensive network
infrastructure. Furthermore, ATSC 3.0
extends the operational range beyond
256 QAM by introducing 1024 QAM and
4096 QAM. This allows for more bits per
symbol but at the price of a higher S/N
requirement, which will again result in a
more expensive network.
When looking at the higher layers,

❝In summary, I see one
fundamental difference
between ATSC 3.0
and DVB-T2 — the
introduction of an IPbased transport layer …
[but] this does not mean
that DVB will not support
IP delivery.❞
ATSC 3.0 adds a long list of new features
such as 4K/Ultra HD (UHD) resolution, high dynamic range (HDR),
next-generation audio and new
subtitles. Like DVB, ATSC has
also responded to the latest
market requirements.
In summary, I see one
fundamental difference between ATSC 3.0 and DVBT2 — the introduction of
an IP-based transport layer. Since the
inception of digital TV, all broadcast
transmission systems have been based
on the MPEG-2 Transport Stream (TS),
which offered a tailor-made solution
for the delivery of video, audio and data
over a uni-directional broadcast infrastructure. TS has been the workhorse
of the industry, and all studio as well
as transmission network infrastructures
have evolved around this format. ATSC is
now breaking with the TS paradigm and
is going for an IP-based transport layer.
If I were to compare the two approaches, my answer would be that ATSC
has defined a broadband protocol stack
— which can also be used for broadcast
— whereas DVB is using a broadcast
stack, which can also be used for broadband. There are pros and cons for both
solutions. Is one approach better than the
other? The answer is a clear “it depends”.
If a broadcaster wants to focus on
broadband distribution and interactive
hybrid services, then ATSC 3.0 may just
be the better choice. In this case, the
necessary precondition would be an
advanced broadband infrastructure with
nearly 100% population coverage. This
is for sure the case in South Korea and
may explain its decision to opt for ATSC

3.0. If, however, the focus is on traditional
broadcast and reaching a wide audience in a cost-efficient manner, then
TS-based technologies are certainly the
best solution.
In this context, it is worthwhile to
analyse the latest ITU-D’s ICT Facts and
Figures 2016 report, which indicates that
in most Asia-Pacific countries, less than
50% of the population uses the Internet.
This number has to be compared with
the significantly higher percentage of TV
households. I regard it as most important
that information and entertainment are
available to all households irrespective
of income level. The most cost-effective
way of doing this is still with a “traditional” broadcast technology such as
DVB-T2. When looking at the cost and
availability of broadband networks, it
will be a long time before we can even
think about abandoning broadcast
technology.
This does not mean that DVB will
not support IP delivery. More than 10

years ago, with the introduction of its
first second-generation standard, DVB
specified Generic Streaming Encapsulation (GSE) for IP delivery over broadcast
channels. In addition, DVB has a complete solution for IPTV over managed
networks and also for over-the-top
(OTT) delivery using DASH. Currently
DVB is working on multicast Adaptive
Bit Rate (ABR) delivery that will result in
a scalable OTT solution.
Furthermore, ATSC’s decision for
an IP-based transport layer has triggered an intensive debate in DVB. Last
year, DVB organised a workshop where
representatives from all relevant organisations such as ATSC, IETF, NHK, MPEG
and 3GPP participated and discussed
the pros and cons of TS versus IP-based
transport layer. Within DVB, the discussion is still ongoing and one of the
working groups is analysing whether
there are use cases for which an IP-based
transport layer would make a significant
difference. For the time being, this is
a work in progress and results can be
expected by the end of this year.
Finally, I would like to invite everyone interested in the latest trends in
broadcast to join our first conference in
Asia-Pacific: DVB Asia 2016. The conference will take place in Bangkok, Thailand
from November 29-December 1, and
will open with a DVB-T2 Masterclass
led by Professor Ulrich Reimers of the
Technical University Braunschweig and
the former chairman of the DVB Technical Module. Immediately following the
conference, there will be a workshop
entitled UHD — What you must know
about HDR, HFR and NGA, conducted
by David Wood, chairman of the DVB
Commercial Module for UHDTV.
Along with DVB experts, DVB Asia
2016 will feature the expertise of speakers from Akamai, Dolby, EBU, Enensys,
Ericsson, Harmonic, HHI, Multichoice,
NBTC, Rohde & Schwarz, SAT-IP Alliance,
Samsung and Sony. I look forward to
welcoming you there.
Dr Peter Siebert is Executive Director of
DVB Project.
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❝If a broadcaster wants to focus on broadband distribution
and interactive hybrid services, then ATSC 3.0 may just be the
better choice. If, however, the focus is on traditional broadcast
and reaching a wide audience in a cost-efficient manner, then
TS-based technologies are certainly the best solution.❞

Andrew Anderson
Head of Broadcast
Operations
Seven West Media

Stan Moote
CTO
IABM

Christopher
Slaughter
CEO
CASBAA
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NHK tests UHD broadcasts
TOKYO – Japanese public broadcaster NHK has started
testing an Ultra High-Definition (UHD) video system
that is said to provide images “dramatically sharper”
than those available through current HDTV.
The network is running daily broadcasts using
8K technology, as well as 4K/UHD, and represents “a
new page in the history of broadcasting”, said Katsuto
Momii, NHK’s president.
Declaring the test broadcasts as a “world first”,
Japan’s Parliamentary Vice-Minister of Communications, Keiichi Koshimizu, also suggested that there
is a “great opportunity” for Japan to promote the

technology beyond the country.
During last month’s Olympic Games in Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil, broadcasts of the event were shown on
display screens at NHK centres across Japan.
Japan’s local satellite operator, JSAT Corporation, is
also preparing to launch 4K/UHD high dynamic range
(HDR) broadcasts next month.
JSAT’s 4K/UHD HDR content will be available
on its dedicated 4K/UHD channel, SKY PerfecTV! 4K
Experience, and will be powered by the Hybrid LogGamma (HLG) standard co-developed by NHK and
the BBC.

Studios embracing HDR at ‘impressive rate’
18
path, as is the requirement for HDR.
HDTV delivery, on the other
hand, functions on an eight-bit
transmission path.
He explained: “From a pure
transmission point of view, there is
no problem in transmitting the 10
bits over existing transport streambased infrastructure (satellite,
cable and terrestrial). However, all
equipment supporting only H.264
encoding, for example, will not
work with HDR content.”
The issue of backward-compatibility is one that the DVB Project is
working closely on, with a technical
specification for the broadcasting
of HDR content to be released
this November. Based potentially
on HLG and PQ, the specification
will provide backwards and nonbackward-compatible solutions,
an upbeat Dr Siebert revealed. “I
am very positive that broadcasters
will embrace HDR — combined
with wide colour gamut (WCG) and
provide services as soon as the necessary specifications for broadcast
HDR are available,” he added.
For the benefits of 4K/UHD to
be fully realised, HDR and WCG
need to be implemented together,
stressed Stan Moote, CTO of the
IABM. “One of the components of
4K/UHD that most people don’t
realise is that both HDR and WCG
work in harmony and this is known
as colour harmony,” he added.
For every TV set, tablet and
smartphone or computer the consumer owns, each is equipped with
its own “HDR characteristics”. Because all displays are different, the
concept of colour volume mapping
has been developed to change the
colour volume to match the viewing device, Moote detailed.
He continued: “Now that we
have UHD Premium TV sets, more
material is being created to use the
full range of HDR and WCG, which,
taken together, defines what is
known as a colour volume.
“Consumers expect to view
this on any device. The concept
of colour volume mapping makes
this possible, hence maintaining
as much of the creative intent as
possible.”
HDR is one of the current

buzzwords for the broadcast indusbreakthroughs. With the current
try, although in Asia-Pacific, it will
challenging ecosystem, these
remain just that in the near term,
technological improvements may
predicted Dr Amal Punchihewa,
have to take a backseat until a new
director, technology and innovaindustry equilibrium is achieved …
tion, Asia-Pacific Broadcasting
[although] if there is an upgrade
Union (ABU).
path, I would bet on HDR with HD
He said: “Most broadcasters
rather than 4K/UHD first.”
[in Asia-Pacific] know very little or
While constantly monitoring
nothing about HDR with regards
the latest technological developto implementation, cost, potential
ments, Singapore telecom and
opportunities and challenges.”
pay-TV operator StarHub believes
While acknowledging that HD
there is “some way to go” before
HDR would be “very appealing”
HDR gains momentum locally.
for both viewers and broadcasters,
Lee Soo Hui, head of media
there remains limitations and barribusiness unit, StarHub, elaborated:
ers with respect to implementation
“For new emerging TV technolacross all image formats, especially
ogies such as HDR to achieve
with HD, Dr Amal cautioned.
wider adoption, there needs to be
Like the DVB Project’s Dr Siebert,
a combination of sufficient HDRhe pointed out the scarcity of HDR
quality content, HDR-enabled TV
receivers in the market
sets and a compatible
to handle the 10-bit
HDR standard.”
requirement of HDR,
It would appear a
although this may be
fair assessment that
mitigated with the specAsia-Pacific broadcastification of HLG in Recers are not dismissing
ommendation BT.2100.
HDR completely, alOf more pressing conthough the technology’s
Media Prima’s Dr
cern for Asia-Pacific,
immediate outlook reAhmad Zaki Mohd
perhaps, is the transi- Salleh: Very little
mains uncertain.
tion to digital terrestrial is understood
This month’s IBC
television (DTT), where about HDR, but
2016 will perhaps offer
a measly five countries it potentially
an insight into the expresents a major
have completed a full impact — including
tent its European counanalogue switch-off.
terparts are embracing
economically — to
Whether HDR will be existing workflows
HDR, which is arguably
part of this equation, or and legacy systems.
the “single most excitthat of the transition to
ing development in the
4K/UHD in the region is shrouded
electronic entertainment space
in uncertainty — not least when
since the introduction of colour,”
very little is currently understood
said Julian Pinn, consulting execuabout HDR, according to Dr Ahmad
tive producer, IBC Big Screen ExpeZaki Mohd Salleh, group GM, enrience Conference Stream.
gineering, Media Prima.
Along with the numerous HDR
For starters, regulatory bodies
demonstrations and displays that
need to agree on a standard imcan be expected on the show floors
plementation, he urged. “Having a
of IBC 2016, HDR is also expected
common and universally accepted
to be a key discussion point at the
standard almost always has a posiIBC 2016 Big Screen Experience
tive cost impact.”
conference stream.
HDR TV sets must then be
“HDR is being embraced by
made affordable to encourage
content creators and studios for
mass adoption; otherwise, where
the big screen at an impressive rate
would service providers find the
since the launch of cinema’s first
incentive to invest in HDR, asked
HDR solution in 2015.
Dr Zaki, as HDR potentially presents
“And its uptake in home ena major impact — including ecotertainment will undoubtedly be
nomically — to existing workflows
the natural adoption of something
and legacy systems.
viewers won’t know they absolutely
He added: “Cost remains the final
need until they experience it,” Pinn
determinant to any technological
concluded.

Engage young viewers online
with compelling local content
❝Research shows that European
SVoD viewers not only wish to
consume US content but also
other European and domestic,
content.❞
— Florence Hartmann,
Senior Media Analyst, EBU
18
countries, they have not massively
diverted audiences from watching
live TV,” she added.
And European viewers are less
inclined to pay than their Americian counterparts, turning instead
to free alternatives. “In Europe,
broadcasters’ catch-up services is
the preferred way to watch longform video online,” Hartmann said.
“In many countries, the catch-up
service of the public broadcaster
is the most widely used — BBC
iPlayer in the UK and SVT Play in
Sweden, for example.”
In Asia, the Media Development Authority of Singapore’s
(MDA) recent over-the-top (OTT)
Video Study found that more
than half of consumers in Singapore (54%) are watching online
videos, with younger OTT viewers
in particular, spending a greater
proportion of their time viewing
online videos.
The trend of younger audiences
watching videos on non-subscription platforms such as YouTube and
social media networks is continuing
to grow. To counteract this, broadcasters need to increase engagement with audiences through social
networking while providing an
integrated mix of locally produced
content, advised Heinz Herrman,
group CEO, Magna Systems and
Engineering.
The systems integrator also
believes that this trend will compel
broadcasters to improve production techniques in order to produce
more compelling content, while
revenue-sharing opportunities can
potentially arise from the launch of
OTT services.
Barry Pegg, Magna Systems’
group engineering manager, explained: “Producing content is
never free, and a return on that
investment is a must for anyone,
including the broadcasters who are
producing this content.
“To ensure a ROI, revenue co-

sharing deals are a must. Broadcasters need solutions that improve
efficiency in preparation to move
content quickly and to new platforms.
“Improved analytics for feedback on end-user habits can help
streamline that process and target
the right competitive content.”
Content should ideally cater,
foremost, to local tastes and preferences, said Herrman. “For OTT
services, the production of local
content is definitely a paramount
factor for success. Other opportunities can be found in gaining exclusivity for popular sporting programmes. Premium TVoD
(transactional-video-on-demand)
content provides higher margins
than the cut-throat SVoD market.”
While there is no one-sizefits-all approach in shaping VoD
strategies in Europe, consolidation
in the form of joint launches could
emerge as a potential strategy to
hedge against the likes of Netflix
and Amazon Video, predicted
EBU’s Hartmann. She cited the
example of NL Ziet, a joint SVoD
platform offering content from
NPO, a Public Service Media (PSM)
organisation, and two commercial
entities — the RTL Group and SBS
Broadcasting.
However, the decisive competitive advantage for European
broadcasters looking to satisfy
on-demand content consumption,
comes with making local content
available. “Research shows that
European SVoD viewers not only
wish to consume US content but
also other European and domestic,
content,” Hartmann pointed out.
“From that perspective, PSM
organisations hold the unique
position of being providers of quality local content. This is why they
should be allocated the necessary
means to exploit their catalogues
online and continue to fulfil their
requirement for universality in a
renewed digital audiovisual ecosystem.”

❝For OTT services, the
production of local content is
definitely a paramount factor
for success.❞
— Heinz Herrmann, Group CEO,
Magna Systems and Engineering
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What’s New on TV

Blocking
leaks of
live content
in real time
The Olympic Games in Brazil last
month made it an especially riveting
summer for sports fans all around the
world, but they have perhaps made
it just as an intriguing time for those
across the pay-TV landscape. The
Olympics, and essentially all livestreamed sporting events, present
highly attractive targets for pirates,
and this has driven content rights
owners and distributors of live sports
to increase their demand for additional
layers of security.
The need is even more crucial for
sports broadcasted in 4K/Ultra HD
(UHD) because the content is more
valuable, and the scope for restreaming
is increased with greater potential for
camcording at high quality.
Because the value of live sports is
bound up in the moment and decays
very rapidly as the event takes place,
the only recourse is to stop an illicit
stream at its source, almost as quickly
as it was retransmitted over the Inter
net. Fortunately, there is a proven way
to trace pirated content to the last
authorised user, and that is through
forensic watermarking.
It has become very clear that forensic watermarking will play a pivotal
role in the ongoing protection of live
sports, as well as premium movies
and TV shows, in HD and 4K/UHD
formats. However, it is just one key
step in the race against piracy, and
alone, it cannot guarantee a full-proof
approach.
Watermarking is one of the three
logical components suggested by
MovieLabs’ Specifications for Next
Generation Video and Enhanced Content Protection.
Essentially, these guidelines translate into three pillars — watermarking,
as well as hardware-based security and
trusted software — which reinforce
each other in order to provide an impenetrable security platform. If any
of the three pillars are compromised
individually, the other two will still
operate and protect against content
theft or illicit redistribution, while the
issue is resolved.
Watermarking relies on the other
two pillars to securely insert unique
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Forensic watermarking will
play a pivotal role in the
ongoing protection of live
sports, as well as premium
movies and TV shows, in HD
and 4K/UHD formats.
and visually imperceptible identifiers
into payloads to make it difficult for
potential hackers to attempt to undo
the watermark. Even if a pirate is successfully able to bypass both hardwarebased security and trusted software
security, watermarking is still present
and able to pinpoint the illegitimate
source quickly.
The need for watermarking to
be firmly embedded within a secure
system to enable effective real-time
actions has led established revenue
security specialists to take new measures to ensure end-to-end protection
for all 4K/UHD content, both live and
on-demand. Verimatrix now offers a
comprehensive spectrum of forensic
anti-piracy capabilities within its
Verimatrix Video Content Authority
System (VCAS) Ultra architecture.
The latest VideoMark live profile is
specifically designed to protect valuable linear content against real-time
re-broadcasting threats and subscription fraud, and offers a more secure
and technologically superior approach
to existing watermarking methods for
live broadcasts. Crucially, the Video
Mark portfolio is now complete and
enables comprehensive traceability not
only for 4K/UHD live sports, but just
about all conceivable content types and
threat models.
Visit Verimatrix at IBC booth
5.A59 to learn more about 4K/UHD
requirements and the latest in forensic
watermarking innovation. q

Love is in the air on CTE

SINGAPORE – Celestial Tiger Entertainment
(CTE) is looking to touch viewers’ hearts this
month with a line-up of romantic Asian flicks.
In The Secret, Hong Kong singer/actress
Leon Lai stars as a grief-strikened man who
loses his wife in an avalanche during an anniversary trip. Unable to move past his grief,
his wife, played by Chinese actress Wang
Luodan, returns as a ghost to live with him.
For a more light-hearted touch, All You
Need is Love is set on the scenic Penghu
Islands in Taiwan, where a wealthy girl (Shu
Qi) runs into a local hostel owner (Richie Jen),
whose business is in danger of folding.
Also, be prepared to be overwhelmed
with emotions, as Guia in Love presents a
series of intertwining love stories set in picturesque Macau. With an elite cast including
Stephy Tang, Wilson Lam, Wilfred Lau, Fiona
Sit and Vivian Chan, the romantic drama
provides a gentle insight into the challenges
of modern-day relationships.

n

Taiwanse actress Shu Qi stars alongside singer/
actor Richie Yen in the romantic-comedy All You
Need is Love.

Catch MTV on TV5 every weekend

MTV’s Ridiculousness is hosted by Rob Dyrdek on TV5 every weekend.

MANILA – Viacom International Media Networks (VIMN) Asia has launched a new weekend
MTV-branded block in the Philippines with free-to-air (FTA) broadcaster TV5 Network.
Mark Whitehead, EVP and managing director of VIMN Asia-Pacific, said: “The move to
introduce an MTV-branded block with TV5 allows us to get an expanded reach, especially
with some of our more popular MTV international long-form content.”
More than 18.4 million Philippine homes are now able to enjoy a weekend of up to twoand-a-half hours of MTV international content including: Catfish: The TV Show, Ex on the
Beach and Ridiculousness.
Vincent “Coach Chot” Reyes, president of Media5, exclusive sales and marketing arm of
TV5, added: “We are delighted to introduce an MTV-branded block on TV5. We’ve seen the
continued popularity of the brand and believe the branded block will provide added value
for the programming line-up targeted at our young viewers.”

n

The Powerpuff Girls
earns nod for second
season

HONG KONG – Cartoon Network has announced the renewal of The Powerpuff Girls
after a successful premiere in April this year,
which saw more than 81 million fans experiencing the series across multiple platforms.
The Powerpuff Girls also picked up its first
Emmy nomination this year for “Outstanding
Short Form Animated Programme”.
Rob Sorcher, chief content officer for
Cartoon Network, said: “The Powerpuff Girls
is on a momentous run with its first Emmy
nod, a debut appearance at San Diego
Comic-Con this year, and now a second
season green-light.”
The superpower sisters join Cartoon
Network’s returning fan favourites, which
include Adventure Time, Steven Universe, The
Amazing World of Gumball, Clarence, Regular

Following its first Emmy nomination this year,
The Powerpuff Girls also gets the green-light
for a second season.

Show and the recently announced Ben 10.
The Powerpuff Girls is produced by Cartoon Network Studios, with Nick Jennings
(Adventure Time, SpongeBob Squarepants)
serving as executive producer and Bob Boyle
(Clarence, Wow! Wow! Wubbzy!) as coexecutive producer. The voice cast includes:
Amada Leighton as Blossom, Kristen Li as
Bubbles, and Natalie Palamides as Buttercup.
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Expanding by collaborating
across platforms and locations
When it comes to producing TV
and online content not only for
Singapore, but also for other parts
of Asia-Pacific, mm2 Entertainment
(a wholly owned subsidiary of mm2
Asia) wants to make sure it offers
more than just production services.
Already the first publicly listed
Singapore film company since
2014, mm2 Entertainment also
owns cineplexes in Malaysia, and
has recently acquired a majority stake in local 3D animation
company, Vividthree Productions,
to strengthen its competitive advantage.
As a producer, mm2 Entertainment provides services that cover
the entire filmmaking process,
including securing financing, producing and distribution, as well
as securing advertising and sponsorship. In addition to Singapore,
mm2 also has a presence in Malaysia, Hong Kong, Taiwan and China
through its group companies and/
or strategic working partnerships.
mm2 Asia has co-produced
and/or distributed more than 50
films across Asia since 2008, including co-producing well-known
films such as the Ah Boys to Men
and Long Long Time Ago series; and
distributing titles such as Malaysia’s
The Journey and Taiwan’s Café.
Waiting.Love.
Melvin Ang, CEO of mm2Asia,
tells APB: “mm2 Entertainment is
a content creation and production studio that provides business
solutions along the whole value
chain — from financing, sponsorship to production, marketing and
distribution. We pride ourselves on
making things happen.”

In order to grow
and expand, local
production companies
need to not only
offer content-producing services, but also
cross oceans to collaborate with other
producers to come up with offerings that
would appeal to regional audiences. One
such company is Singapore-headquartered
mm2 Entertainment. APB’s Millette ManaloBurgos prompts Melvin Ang, CEO of mm2
Entertainment, for more.
Indeed, this year alone, the
company has launched a number
of projects, including a short film
competition (now in its second
year) called the mm2 Movie Makers Awards.
Cineplex operator Cathay
Organisation Holdings and Fox
Networks Group Asia (FNG Asia)
co-organise the event, which will
see first-time short filmmakers
submitting their entries until this
month. Aside from cash prizes, winners would have an opportunity to
produce a feature film with mm2
Entertainment. The competition’s
aim is to identify and groom new
talent for the local film industry.
Ang reveals that one of mm2
Entertainment’s challenges is to
continuously produce content
that would appeal not only to
Singapore audiences, but to other
viewers in the region as well.
“Because of our small domestic
market, we definitely need our

content to appeal to audiences beyond the shores of Singapore,” he
says. “First, our Chinese-language
content is produced to reach out
to the Chinese-speaking markets
of the region. And we cast artistes
with regional appeal. But most
importantly, the content, while it
should have local relevance, must
be able to resonate emotionally
with regional audiences.”
This year, mm2 Entertainment
has also entered into more colla
borations with other content producers. In May, for example, the
company signed an agreement to
collaborate with a China-based production company, Shanghai Man
Man Er Culture and Broadcast, for
the latter to produce a 35-episode
TV series called My Love, Farewell.
mm2 Asia has licensed the story
rights to Man Man Er and will act
as the global distributor for the
completed series. According to
mm2 Entertainment, Man Man

Er is currently in talks with several
major TV and online platforms who
have shown interest in broadcasting the series once production is
completed next year.
Ang explains that this colla
boration will help not only to build
mm2 Entertainment’s exposure in
China, Taiwan and Hong Kong, but
also to add on to the company’s
library of content available for
licensing.
Another service offered by
mm2 Entertainment is in securing
financing for content production.
“Because other than a good script,”
says Ang, “a movie needs money
in order to be made. Everyone
who wants to make a movie needs
money — these include producers, directors, scriptwriters, actors,
movie buffs and more.”
Of trends in content production, Ang mentions some that
he thinks are making an impact
on the filmmaking industry in
the region. “A lot of content for
free-to-air television has moved
on to the online space where a
large chunk of the audience has
migrated to,” he notes. “The same
goes for advertising content, where
traditional TV commercials are increasingly replaced by short-form
online videos.”
He adds: “Perhaps, I would
say audiences are demanding
more story-driven movies, which
they can rely on as opposed to
big director, big cast, stars-driven
movies. This, of course, suggests
that smaller production studios
like mm2 can also come up with
winners such as Apple of My Eyes,
and Café.Waiting.Love.

❝As a group, mm2

Asia has diversified
beyond content creation
and production into
cinema operations,
concert management
and productions, visual
effects, OTT platforms and
more. All of which will
add value to each other to
grow exponentially and go
regional.❞
— Melvin Ang, CEO,
mm2 Entertainment
“For mm2 Entertainment, our
unique status as a regional media
player ensures that the significant
inroads that we’ve already made
in North Asia, especially mainland
China, would put us in a position
to tap into the huge markets there.
“As a group, mm2 Asia has
diversified beyond content creation and production into cinema
operations, concert management
and productions, visual effects,
over-the-top (OTT) platforms and
more. All of which will add value to
each other to grow exponentially
and go regional.”
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MAM in 2016:
Agile workflows,
smart
orchestration
& seamless
delivery
Let’s start with a loaded question: Is it
possible to agree on a single definition for
Media Asset Management (MAM)? While
all vendors more or less agree on the main
goal of a MAM — to allow media professionals to make more and better programs
with fewer costs involved — the way that
this translates into MAM functions change
over time, because technology is continually shifting both the realm of possibility
and the cost equation.
Let’s take a step back and quickly review
how the concept of MAM evolved over
time. Below is a summary of the evolution
of media asset data models in MAM systems, which highlights four eras of MAM:
n The “Dark Ages of MAM”, when
our operations were almost exclusively
tape-based, and there was no real MAM
system in place.
n The “Stone Age”, which debuted with
the introduction of file-based workflows,
allowing the development of the first
proper MAM systems.
n The “Iron Age”, when more recently
things got a bit more complex. We no
longer had a single file attached to a metadata record. We needed multiple versions
of that media asset, in multiple formats;
let’s say, one version for proxy viewing,
and a few different versions for archiving,
distribution to FTP or websites.
n The “Industrial Age”, when things
became even more advanced. The asset
was not just a single media file anymore; it
became a combination of many individual
building blocks, with a master video track,
individual audio tracks for multiple languages, caption or subtitle files, and even
secondary video files and still images.
So here we are: the Industrial Age! The
advanced data models described above allow us to automate production and delivery
workflows in an efficient way, by building
media production factories for delivering
standardised multilingual, multi-platform
content packages.
Today, MAM systems streamline complex transformations to send content where
it needs to go, in the correct language and
in the correct format, to systems such as
video-on-demand (VoD), over-the-top
(OTT) and social media platforms, thanks
to advanced metadata tagging and strong
API integrations. Functions included
in modern MAM systems such as Dalet
Galaxy, namely track stacking capabilities,
workflow orchestration tools and context

Raoul Cospen
General Manager, APAC
Dalet

mapping, have become much easier to
manage. Similarly, the management of
complex media workflows with a wide
variety of assets related to one other, such
as subtitles, language tracks and multiple
versions, is more fluid in today’s MAM
solutions.
To deliver on the promise of the “Industrial Age”, however, one needs the tools to
efficiently run the factory. This means that
a modern MAM system is now expected to
enable some key additional aspects:
n Support an agile business infrastructure that can scale easily, both in terms of
supported platforms and integrations.
n Optimise workflow by orchestrating
the combination of automated tasks and
user operations.
Being the core of the content preparation and distribution chain, MAM systems
need to provide full visibility on operations
to help management teams trigger the right
technical and business decisions.
The good news is that through methodologies such as Business Process Modelling
(BPM), organisations today have the ability
to sequence system processes alongside human tasks, providing advanced reporting
and detailed analytics on the effectiveness
of the designed workflows, and exposing
measurable business benefits.
Organisations can replicate editorial
success based on reports of content usage,
tap into new revenue streams based on
consumption analytics, better use talent
based on information about productivity,
and enhance technical infrastructure with
technical information gathered.
In the end, MAM projects become
workflow-focused projects with business
intelligence (BI) at their heart. Today,
these projects present the opportunity to
drastically streamline human operations
and foster collaboration. This is a radical
change in the approach that used to be
more focused on the technical aspects.
BPM enables this approach, making the
system design more agile and scalable. In
addition, it provides incredible new capabilities in the back office to answer today’s
challenges that are technically much more
complex. q
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Alibaba Cloud ties up
with HTC to advance
VR development
BEIJING – Alibaba Cloud, the cloud comput
ing arm of the Alibaba Group, has announced
a strategic partnership with HTC Corporation.
Leveraging Alibaba Cloud’s cloud com
puting technology, the companies will focus
on developing “breakthrough, innovative
solutions” to tackle bandwidth allocation,
data transmission and data processing needs
in areas such as virtual reality (VR) video
production and broadcasting. Also in the
pipeline is the development of a VR cloud
ecosystem, while Viveport, HTC’s VR app
store, will be extended to Alibaba Cloud’s
cloud computing platform.
Ge Jin, business architect director at
Alibaba Cloud, said: “Cloud computing has
continuously broken the boundaries of what
we thought possible, accelerating the rate
of innovation. The partnership between
Aliababa Cloud and HTC will bring two of
the world’s most disruptive technologies
together to bring more value to businesses
looking to leverage VR and cloud.
“This partnership will accelerate the de
velopment of VR technology in China and
encourage widespread, global adoption.”

Aliababa Cloud and HTC believe that
cloud computing and VR technology
complement each other on commercial
applications. According to the companies,
the algorithm capacity and infrastructure
provided by cloud computing technology
can enhance the VR experience by increasing
definition, minimising system crashes and
conserving bandwidth.
The development of VR technology also
requires “powerful and flexible” infrastruc
ture support from the backend to supply
visually rich and interactive content to audi
ences, the companies added. In this respect,
they believe cloud computing technology
can further improve efficiency and lower
operation costs.
The new partnership is a “landmark colla
boration” between the VR and cloud comput
ing industries, declared Alvin Wang, China
regional president of Vive, HTC. “By leverag
ing computing expertise and the developer
ecosystem built on Aliababa Cloud, HTC Vive
will provide more reliable, stable services to
VR solution developers with better access to
the China market,” he concluded.

Vive is a “first-of-its-kind” VR
system developed in partnership by
HTC and Vive. Designed from the
ground up for room-scale VR, Vive
allows true-to-live interactions and
experiences, thanks to an adjustable
headset displaying graphics, two
wireless controllers with HD haptic
feedback and 360˚absolute motion
tracking. As part of a new strategic
partnership with Alibaba Cloud,
Viveport, HTC’s VR app store, which
is being rolled out globally, will be
extended to Alibaba Cloud’s cloud
computing platform.

Indian viewers have access
to almost 900 TV channels
NEW DELHI – With the Indian government
granting approval for three new satellite TV
channels to broadcast in India in June this
year, there are now 892 channels broadcast
ing in the country.
Of these, 403 channels cover news and
current affairs, with general entertainment
channels (GECs) accounting for 489, as
of June 30 this year. The three new chan
nels comprise two news channels — Total
Haryana and Total Rajasthan — run by Total
Telefirms, as well as MAAS TV, which is owned
by Gokann International Media.
Twenty channels, including seven news
channels, have been permitted to uplink
from India but not downlink within the coun

try, according to the latest data from India’s
Information and Broadcasting Ministry.
A total of 776 channels, of which 395 are
GECs, are allowed to uplink and downlink
in India. A further 96, including 81 GECs,
are uplinked from overseas but allowed to
downlink into Indian TV homes.
In a separate development, Indian public
service broadcaster Doordarshan has been
given the all-clear to air 32 direct-to-home
(DTH) TV channels. The project, known as
Swayam Prabha, is an initiative to provide
high-quality educational content to students,
teachers and citizens in general. Expected to
be launched this month, the programmes will
be broadcast primarily in English.
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Increasingly affordable ICT services
yet to bridge digital divide
GENEVA – While ICT services are becoming
increasingly affordable, more than half of
the world’s population remain cut-off from
the vast resources available on the Internet.
According to new data released by the
International Telecommunication Union
(ITU), developing countries now account
for the vast majority of Internet users with
2.5 billion users, compared with one billion
in developed countries. However, Internet
penetration currently stands at 40% in
developing countries, compared to 81% in
developed countries. In the Least Developed
Countries — defined by the United Nations
(UN) as least developed in terms of low gross
national incomes, weak human assets and
high degree of economic vulnerability — this
plunges down to 15%.
By end-2016, 3.9 billion people are
expected to still lack access to the Internet.
While almost one billion households in the
world now have Internet access (of which 230
million are in China, 60 million in India and
20 million in the world’s 48 Least Developed
Countries), the extent of the digital divide can
be illustrated by the fact that 84% of households in Europe are connected, compared
with 15.4% in Africa.
Zhao Houlin, secretary-general of the
ITU, urged: “Global interconnectedness is
rapidly expanding; however, more needs
to be done to bridge the digital divide
and bring the more than half of the global
population not using the Internet into the
digital economy.”
Access to information and communication technologies, particularly broadband,
has the potential to serve as a major accelerator of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development, added Zhao.
Last September, all 193 UN member
states adopted a plan for achieving a better
future for all, through laying out a path over
the next 15 years to “end extreme poverty,
fight inequality and injustice, and protect
our planet”.
Where affordability is concerned, the ITU
reported that mobile-broadband services
have now become more affordable than
fixed-broadband services. The average price
for a basic fixed-broadband plan is now more
than twice as high as the average price of a
comparable mobile-broadband plan.
Mobile-phone coverage is also now
“near-ubiquitous”, with an estimated 95% of

the global population — or some seven billion people — living in an area covered by a
basic 2G mobile-cellular network. Advanced
mobile-broadband networks (LTE) have
shown strong growth over the past three
years, reaching almost four billion people,

or 53% of the global population.
But while the number of mobile-broadband subscriptions continues to grow at
double-digit rates in developing countries
to reach a penetration rate of close to 41%,
mobile-broadband penetration growth has

While ICT services
are becoming
increasingly
affordable, more
than half of the
world’s population
remains cutoff from the
vast resources
available on the
Internet.

slowed overall. Globally, the total number of
mobile-broadband subscriptions is expected
to reach 3.6 billion by end-2016, compared
with 3.2 billion at end-2015
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BBC provides 360°
view of Rio Olympics
LONDON – As part of its coverage of last
month’s Olympic Games in Brazil, the BBC
launched BBC Sport 360, an experimental
service bringing selected content from the
Games live and on-demand in 360° video.
Through the BBC Sport 360 trial app,
the BBC provided live 360° video footage of
an event from the Games, with around 100
hours in total and a choice of up to four different camera angles, plus a daily 360° video
highlights package.
BBC Sport 360, according to the UK public broadcaster, builds on the BBC’s work in
exploring the potential of immersive media
for future audiences.

Deploy faster with cloud
Deliver exceptional video experiences
Generate new revenue streams
Looking to offer AVOD, TVOD, SVOD or Paywall?
Or a combination of all four?
Powered by Ooyala, Telstra’s Video Monetisation Solution harnesses the
power of the cloud, award winning analytics and then translates them into
actionable insights. Combine that with over two decades of broadcast and
digital media experience and you have the right partner for success.

telstraglobal.com

Visit Telstra at IBC 2016
Hall 14, Stand F37
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IBC2016 charting
transformative changes
in digital era
AMSTERDAM – As a new digital era ushers in an age of ’24/7
connectivity‘, IBC2016 is returning to the RAI Exhibition and
Convention Centre from Sept 9-13 to showcase and highlight
the very latest trends and technologies impacting the broadcast
and media industries. These include: IP, cloud, high dynamic
range (HDR), 4K/Ultra HD (UHD), over-the-top (OTT) and virtual reality
(VR), which will be prominently highlighted across the show floors.

SGL rolling out new features for FlashNet
SGL is highlighting a new version
of the FlashNet content management solution, which is designed
to integrate with media asset
management (MAM) or automation control systems to provide
media professionals with improved
workflow efficiency.
The new version of FlashNet
includes a number of key features,
such as a new Infinity user interface
(UI), which SGL is demonstrating
for the first time in Europe. The
UI is equipped with a dashboard
that simplifies archive procedures
with tools for archive and restore
functionality, system health, monitoring, analysis and more.
SGL’s FlashNet is now compatible with SMPTE’s Archive eXchange
Format (AXF) to read and process
AXF objects, providing flexibility
for users and ensuring long-term
availability of content, regardless
of technology evolution, says SGL.
Additionally, broadcasters and
content owners can now transfer
materials directly to Ci, Sony’s
cloud-based service that allows
media professionals to collaborate
on the creations and sharing of
content, from their MAM system
using FlashNet. SGL also supports
Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3)

The latest version of SGL’s FlashNet includes features such as the new Infinity user
interface, designed to simplify archive procedures for users.

via Aspera and ExpeDat Gateway.
These capabilities are launching
for the first time in Europe, alongside pre-defined drives for specific
archive roles. This feature allows
users to allocate a pre-defined
number of drives within their library
for a specific role, or restoring and
archiving materials at a certain time
of the day. This, SGL adds, gives
broadcasters multiple drives to improve their operational procedures.
SGL is also introducing FlashNet Lite, which provides the full
FlashNet solution, albeit being
restricted to a single server node.
Visitors to booth 7.J15 can

also check out how Glookast, an
SGL-developed feature of the Avid
Interplay Web Services solution,
powers partial file restore. Customers can use the archive capabilities
that they currently require, but can
employ Avid Interplay | Archive at
any time in the future without the
need to re-archive any content.
The partial file restore feature
enables operators to easily select
and restore elements of a clip
directly from the archive in high
resolution. Prior to this, partial file
restore functionality could only
be achieved using the full Avid
Interplay | Archive system.

Shotoku’s
VR tracking
system takes
centre stage
Leading Shotoku Broadcasting
Systems’ IBC 2016 line-up is its
TP-200VR/300VR system, a combined solution consisting of the
company’s two-stage pneumatic
TP-200VR pedestal and SX-300VR
pan and tilt head.
Designed for studio virtual
reality (VR) applications, the TP200VR/300VR system offers lighttouch control and robust stability,
and supports payloads up to 40kg.
Pan, tilt, zoom, focus, X, Y and
height data output keep the VR
graphics system synchronised to
the camera’s floor position, orient
ation and height. The system also
features an “unlimited” X-Y tracking area and RS422 serial data output, allowing any studio to become
a virtual studio.
Other highlights at booth
12.E42 include the TP500 studio
pedestal, a compact and lightweight pneumatic pedestal that
supports camera payloads up to
55kg. The TP500 is suitable for
multi-location use such as outside
broadcasting (OB), studio or event
production, and its modular design allows simple transportation
between locations, without compromising its ability to provide a
stable platform for camera users.
Furthermore, the TP500’s integrated inflation pump offers flexibility regardless of the broadcast
location, according to Shotoku,
who is also highlighting the SmartPed robotic pedestal, the SmartTrack robotic rail camera system,
and the Free-d2 tracking system.
Designed to address the creative and commercial demands of
on-air environments, the SmartPed
robotic pedestal is a fully robotic
XY, three-wheel pedestal that features a new height column, which
eliminates the need for pneumatic
balancing. It is also equipped with

Shotoku’s TP-200VR/300VR system
supports payloads up to 40kg and is
ideal for studio VR applications.

multi-zone collision avoidance
and detection systems, as well as
an electro-mechanical steer/drive
system.
The SmartTrack robotic rail
camera system combines the
flexibility of Shotoku’s pan-andtilt and control systems with the
track-based technology of Germany’s MAT, to meet demanding
applications in round-the-clock
news or TV studios. The SmartTrack
supports floor or ceiling operation and a range of height column
configurations, in both upright and
inverted modes.
As for the Free-d2, Shotoku says
this tracking system represents a
new generation of tracking systems that do not require physical
encoder devices attached to the
camera support’s moving axes.
Designed for VR and augmented reality (AR) news, sports
and current affairs live production
studios, the Free-d2 tracking system
deploys advanced video processing algorithms and simple ceiling
markers to precisely determine the
exact position and orientation of
the studio camera, thus providing
“highly accurate and constantly
referenced (absolute) position
tracking”.

Axon bringing enhanced 4K/UHD and IP production support
Axon Digital Design is showcasing its new
SynView modular multi-viewer, which is capable of handling both 4K/Ultra HD (UHD)
and IP video formats.
Designed for use as a standalone unit or
as part of an Axon Synapse signal processing
system, the new SynView solution is suitable
for a wide range of applications and covers
small to large monitoring walls.
Designed for use as a standalone unit
or as part of an Axon Synapse signal
processing system, the new SynView supports a wide range of applications, and is
described by Axon as the only single-field
latency (20ms@50Hz and 16,7ms@59.94Hz)
multi-view system in the market. Its modular
nature, Axon adds, allows it to be combined
with more than 300 different processing
modules.

The new SynView multi-view system is
equipped with dual 10Gb Ethernet and an agnostic
IP video channel picker to support more 4K/UHD and IP
production.

The new SynView is available in two basic
models, each in turn is available in SDI I/O or
Ethernet I/O modes. These versions can be
deployed together to build a hybrid multiviewer with up to hundreds of inputs and
eight 1080p outputs on SDI, or two outputs

with 4K/UHD resolution.
Multiple connector panels are
also available to support different I/O
configurations.
Some key features include dual 10Gb
Ethernet, and an agnostic IP video channel

picker, which is compatible with several IP
video formats, including TSN, TR-03 and
TR-04, among others.
Compared to earlier systems, SynView’s
feature-set has been enhanced with double
the amount of inputs, eight times more
outputs, 4K/UHD/60Hz output resolution
on display outputs, and a six-fold increase
of processing power. These enhancements,
according to Axon, allow SynView to scale,
position, de-embed, overlay and process
eight video channels.
Find out more at booth 10.A21/B21,
where Axon is also offering its full broadcast
infrastructure product range. This includes
the Cerebrum control and monitoring platform, which is suitable for mobile production,
news and studio live production, as well as
master control and remote production.
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GatesAir displaying high-efficiency
over-the-air TV systems
GatesAir is emphasising operation-efficiency
and low total cost of ownership for RF operations with its latest high-efficiency transmitters and software-defined exciter.
Designed for the green economy,
PowerSmart Plus is a next-generation
transmitter architecture that can raise
AC to RF efficiencies up to 50% for
ATSC and DVB-T2 transmitters, according
to GatesAir.
The efficiency offered by PowerSmart
Plus enables GatesAir’s Maxiva ULXT liquidcooled and UAXT air-cooled UHF DTV
transmitters to operate with 20% greater
efficiency than other competitive offerings.
This is increased to 170% when compared

to legacy air-cooled UHF transmitters, adds
GatesAir.
Leveraging PowerSmart Plus and the
Maxiva XTE software-defined exciter,
GatesAir’s Maxiva ULXT liquid-cooled
and UAXT air-cooled transmitters are
designed to reduce energy use and
provide the benefits of broadband amplification to simplify maintenance and modu-

lation adjustments. These transmitters support advanced wireless IP-based transport
capabilities, 4K/Ultra HD (UHD)-resolution
content delivery, and DTV standards such as
DVB-T2, ISDB-Tb and ATSC 3.0.
At booth 8.C30, GatesAir is also demon
strating its software-defined Maxiva XTE

exciter. Supporting all analogue and digital
TV standards, the XTE provides the advanced signal processing, throughput and IP
transport capabilities required to efficiently
deliver the high-quality video/audio content
and data associated with digital broadcast
standards of today and in the future.

IT’S WHAT’S BEHIND
THAT KEEPS US AHEAD

Dalet demontrating
media workflow
solutions
Dalet Digital Media Systems is demonstrating
the Dalet Galaxy MAM platform, and how it
supports today’s end-to-end news production and distribution workflows for content
owners to streamline news production for
multi-platform distribution.
Dalet Galaxy unifies the content chain by
managing assets, metadata, workflows and
processes across multiple production and
distribution systems.
With social media becoming the go-to
platform for news consumption, Dalet has
enhanced Dalet Galaxy with an intuitive
social media graphical user interface that
operates like a social media publishing
platform. The enhancement allows content
owners to better respond to and manage
consumers’ habits of news consumption on
social media platforms.
Dalet is also highlighting Dalet AmberFin,
a scalable media processing platform with
integrated ingest, mastering, QC and review
functionality. Visitors to booth 8.B77 can
watch the demo on how the Dalet AmberFin
bundles media assets into an interoperable
media format (IMF), which can then be
imported by Dalet Galaxy for distribution.
Supporting IMF is Dalet Brio, a video
server platform that combines density and
cost-effectiveness with high reliability to
address the needs of studio production,
multi-camera ingest, sports logging and
highlights production.
To support Dalet’s long-term vision for
the evolving content supply chain, Dalet is
presenting the Dalet xN business solution, a
concept that extends and augments cloud
and hybrid environments to provide content
owners with
a dynamic
and flexible
business infrastructure.

GatesAir is demonstrating its software-defined Maxiva XTE exciter at its booth, 8.C30.

LEADING
THE WAY IN
DIGITAL KVM

www.gdsys.de

G&D’s KVM systems have a proven
reputation for long lasting usability and
reliability. But that’s not all that keeps
us ahead.
Because G&D don’t just provide systems,
we deliver solutions. KVM solutions that
are tailor-made to meet your specific needs.

G&D
AT IBC
STAND
1.B10

Our broad portfolio allows us to combine
products and systems to cover any
application. Our expertise in all areas

ensures your G&D solution is right for you
in every way – from design to planning,
from installation to technical support.
Versatility also plays its part in keeping us
in front. For instance, we offer systems for
a wide range of different video standards
– digital or analog – with bandwidths up
to 4K (incl. Full HD, 2K and Ultra HD).
The power to deliver the perfect KVM
solution. That’s G&D.

Designed to operate like a social media publishing
platform, the enhanced Dalet Galaxy MAM
platform allows content owners to better respond
to and manage consumers’ news consumption
habits.
G&D behind&above 190x270 IBC.indd 1
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MOG highlighting Skywatch
production management platform

Back to basics
in broadcasting
As the pace of technological change
accelerates and opportunities such as
broadband, 4K/Ultra HD (UHD) and
8K TV open up, there is an urgent need
to get broadcasting basics right. The
key challenge faced by broadcasters
is providing better content faster and
more economically across multiple
platforms and connected devices.
Reliable infrastructure and seamless
connectivity determine the consumer
experience and are driving profits
across the industry.

Impact of the Internet

The Internet impacts every aspect of
our daily lives, enriching consumer
experiences and raising demands for
better media quality, timeliness and
convenience. At the forefront of global
technology trends is the integration of
Internet Protocol (IP) into traditional
broadcasting infrastructures and
workflows. IP networking provides
more agility and higher capacity, making it easier to create and deliver compelling content with a lower overall investment. It is redefining the broadcast
industry, its business models and every
step in the media value chain.

Fibre foundation for the future

As copper can no longer keep pace
with growing needs for more bandwidth, fibre optic (FO) is rapidly becoming the new technology standard
worldwide. It provides a critical link to
IP transmission, interfacing easily with
IP networks and guaranteeing safe,
reliable data transfer. Because fibre
transmission uses a universal protocol,
it ensures a high level of compatibility
across platforms and devices, saving
time on steps such as post-processing
and distribution. It can also be built
on the existing FO physical links that
many countries already have for their
Internet. Not only are fibre networks
easy to install and maintain, but
they also offer great flexibility and a
foundation for future innovations, for
example, allowing hardware to evolve
without needing to change existing
FO links.

Seamless connectivity

Although IP networks are already used
for transmitting live content like highprofile sporting events, they are fragile
and depend on reliable connections.
We are observing a trend towards
plug-and-play fibre-optic solutions,
which save set-up, field deployment
and testing time, while enabling more

Dominique
Glauser,
CEO,
Fischer
Connectors

Since copper can no longer
keep pace with growing needs
for more bandwidth, fibre
optic (FO) is rapidly becoming
the new technology standard
worldwide.
modularity and flexibility. To help
broadcasters reap the benefits from IP,
Fischer Connectors has been working
closely with its customers to develop
ready-to-use fibre-optic cabling solutions for field broadcasting activities
that maintain the stability they need
for a high-quality optical link — even
in harsh environments. These solutions are safe, fast to deploy, have been
designed to be easy to use and to clean
even in the field, and offer good value
for money.

Miniaturising to maximise
performance

Another trend is the use of high-performance, miniaturised connectors to
reduce weight and space. An example
of an innovative, compact product —
offering higher precision and faster data
transmission rates over long distances
— is Fischer Connectors’ smaller,
smarter single fibre-optic connectivity
solution (FO1), which belongs to the
Fischer FiberOptic Series. This product
line includes a rugged fibre-optic connector with two or four fibres, and a
rugged hybrid connector with two fibre
channels and two electrical contacts,
to increase flexibility. Available either
in pre-configured reels, or integrated
into custom assemblies, these connectors ensure easy integration into
existing infrastructures to save time
and money.
Getting solid infrastructure and
connectivity basics in place frees
broadcasters to focus on creating
content that delights customers and
maximising ROI. q

Visitors to IBC 2016 can look forward to the
Skywatch enterprise platform from MOG
Technologies, which the company describes as “one giant leap” for production management.
Skywatch is designed to allow users to access the full landscape of their
production environment by supervising,
controlling and managing a complete production workflow.
It also provides a tool for media professionals to obtain statistics on productivity, availability and efficiency of production resources, thus helping them with
investment decisions.
Skywatch unifies the production
process by adding all areas of operations
into one solution. Users may shape the
Skywatch to suit their specific production environment, controlling the whole
ingest process and monitoring every
third-party system or application that
is part of the workflow.
Users can also keep track of storage
usage, see the status of the projects, and
check the average lifetime of the assets and
generally, use Skywatch to monitor, analyse
and measure system activities.
Skywatch also keeps track of user’s pro-

cesses and ensures the proper allocation of
resources, collect information in segmented
reports that reflect on the user’s business
needs, and predict future project resources based on the history dashboard.
Furthermore, a single user can control the operation of an integrated set
of production modules, as well as manage
multiple ingest points, without geographic
boundaries.
MOG Technologies is at booth 7.G30.

MOG Technologies is presenting the Skywatch
platform, which helps users manage their
production workflow.

4K and IP sports production
top SAM’s show agenda
To address media organisations’ changing
operational and business needs, SAM is presenting its latest capabilities in 4K/Ultra HD
(UHD) and IP sports production workflows,
as well as a “complete” IP product portfolio.
Highlights at booth 9.A01 include SAM’s
IP-Edge production routing technology,
which is designed to take complexity away
from hybrid and pure IP roll-outs and follows
the interoperability goals of the Alliance for
IP Media Solutions (AIMS), of which SAM is
a member.
Available in 25GbE and 40GbE, the IPEdge interfaces are integrated in many of
SAM’s products including routers, switchers,
and multiviewers, along with dedicated IPonly processing control products.
Building on SAM’s 4K/UHD workflow
offerings, the new LiveTouch 4K/UHD
sports highlight solution can be used as
a standalone system or integrated into a
wider production environment. Designed
for 4K/UHD needs especially in live
sports, users can collaborate highlights, replays and slow-motion
“with no media movements”,

according to SAM. Alongside the LiveTouch,
SAM is also showcasing its entire range of
Kahuna switchers, including the 4K/UHD
Kula 1ME/2ME production switcher.
SAM’s software-based application portfolio includes the ICE range of channel-ina-box solutions that integrates operational,
technical, regulatory and commercial functionality required for broadcast playout environments. Available as ICE SDC and ICE IP,
these solutions provide playout functionality
from a software solution running on IT hardware, either from a facility or a data centre,
and as part of a cloud strategy.
SAM’s 4K/
UHD Kula
1ME/2ME
production
switcher.

SI Media expands broadcast horizon
Italy’s SI Media wants to share with visitors the company’s latest developments in traffic,
playout automation, media asset management and newsroom solutions for TV broadcasters.
This includes an updated graphical user interface version of the Media News solution,
which now offers empowered social media integration. A new version of the Proxy-Editor
news editing production tool offers applications to allow journalists to work in real time
and from any location.
At booth 8.B93, SI Media is also explaining how its New Room Computer System
(NRCS) software platform has grown into a “new dimension”. An important aspect, stressed
the company, is social media integration and real-time application, designed to speed up
journalists’ work processes.
Social media input and output functionality is now fully integrated, while the Mediawire
application manages the import of multiple incoming sources, including Reuters, APTN,
Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and Instagram.
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Harmonic brings cloud-native, VR and 4K/UHD solutions
Harmonic is highlighting a range of solutions
designed to enable broadcasters to embrace
the latest innovations in IP, cloud-native, virtual reality (VR), virtualised playout and
DVB-T2 technologies.
Addressing the market shift towards
standard IT-centric infrastructure are
Harmonic’s VOS cloud-native solutions: VOS Cloud and VOS 360. The
VOS Cloud media processing and delivery
platform manages ingest, playout, graphics, transcoding, encryption and delivery of
content from a single user interface. Using
standard IT hardware over private or public
clouds, operators can configure, deploy
and manage media processing and delivery
workflows through VOS Cloud’s automated
video formation technology.
Designed exclusively for media professionals managing the economics of over-

the-top (OTT) content delivery, VOS 360
cloud media processing service prepares and
delivers revenue-generating live, time-shift,
cloud digital video recording (DVR) and
video-on-demand (VoD) streaming of any
content directly to consumer devices
in a matter of hours instead of months,
says Harmonic.
Visitors to booth 1.B20 can also check
out Harmonic’s complete 4K/Ultra HD (UHD)
high dynamic range (HDR) workflow and

new video-quality assessment technology.
Powered by Harmonic’s PURE compression engine, the technology is designed
to enhance user experience and maximise
bandwidth efficiency while maintaining high
video quality standards for OTT workflows.
Together with selected ecosystem partners,
Harmonic is demonstrating an “immersive”
360° VR viewing experience, which utilises
4K/UHD encoding powered by the PURE
compression engine to ensure broadcast-

Harmonic’s
VOS softwarebased media
processing platform
offers both the VOS
Cloud and VOS 360
options.

quality HD/VR imagery.
For virtualised playout and delivery, Harmonic is showcasing an expanded Spectrum
media server family equipped with new
virtualised playout and delivery capabilities,
including virtualised channel-in-a-box and
average bitrate encoding and packaging.

Omnitek offering
4K/UHD test and
measurement tools
Omnitek is presenting the Ultra 4K Tool
Box and the Ultra XR 4K/Ultra HD (UHD)
waveform analyser, both featuring support
for an array of delivery methods and video
formats, from SD-SDI to 12G-SDI, HDMI and
DisplayPort.
The Ultra XR is a test and measurement
tool designed for content creators, colourist
and post-production editors working with
4K/UHD images in all SDI and HDMI formats.
Offering “true” 4K/UHD waveform analysis,
the Ultra XR provides features such as picture
monitor, a “true” 4K/UHD waveform monitor,
vectorscope, histogram and BT.709/BT.2020
CIE gamut charts.
The Ultra XR also supports 12-bit 4:4:4
SDI input formats in YCbCr, RGB and XYZ,
and emerging standards for wide colour
gamut (WCG) RGB — such as ITU-R BT.2020,
as well as high dynamic range (HDR) inputs
in ST2084/PQ and Hybrid Log Gamma.
Complementing the Ultra XR, the Ultra
4K Tool Box offers tools for product design
and 4K/UHD system infrastructure testing to
help manufacturers develop and debug 4K/
UHD applications.
The Ultra 4K Tool Box provides conversion, generation and analysis of TV and
digital cinema signals in video formats up
to 4096 x 2160/60, allowing manufacturers,
designers, broadcasters and systems integrators to build, test and commission 4K/UHD
products and systems.
Key features of the Ultra 4K Tool Box
include 12G-SDI eye and jitter analysis that
enables system designers to locate sources
of signal error in all signal paths, and full
raster-video capture and playout. Visitors can
check out Omnitek’s full range of test and
measurement equipment at booth 10.A24.

Business as usual even
during unforeseen disasters
Loss of video signals and disruptions to broadcast operations are detrimental to
businesses in times of disasters. Keeping business operations up and running is
vital. With Singtel, you can avoid business downtime as we keep your services on-air
throughout the disruptive event.
Our managed broadcast services are backed by three teleports for diversity. With an
extensive antenna farm and sophisticated hosting facilities, we can host your business
operations and support satellite uplink and downlink requirements. Our teleport is a
our highly-advanced channel Playout facility offers an alternative site to support your
Playout operations that include ‘live’ sports and entertainment channels.
As a trusted leader in Broadcast, you can count on us to ensure business continuity.

Designed for content creators, colourists and
post-production editors, the Ultra XR 4K/UHD
waveform analyser provides “true” 4K/UHD
waveform analysis.

1800 788 0022 (Singapore)
+65 6788 0022 (International)

www.singtelteleport.com
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Partners demonstrating 360° VR solution
Viacess-Orca, VideoStitch and
Harmonic are showcasing an endto-end virtual reality (VR) technology demonstration.
Through this VR ecosystem,
the companies aim to offer
content owners and pay-TV
operators a platform to deliver
premium content in 360° and
leverage their video infrastructure, including streaming and
4K/Ultra HD (UHD) encoding. The
end-goal, add the companies, is to
enable a more engaging, personalised and immersive TV experience
for viewers.

The VR ecosystem features
Harmonic’s Electra X3 advanced
media processor, ProMedia X Origin multi-screen media server, ProMedia Xpress high-performance
transcoder, and WFS workflow
system for video compression,
encryption and streaming.
These solutions are integrated with VideoStitch’s Studio
V2 post-production, 360° video
stitching software. By applying
cutting-edge image processing
techniques, such as colour correction, exposure and panorama orientation to camera-capture images

in real time, the Studio V2 software
transforms content, enabling it to
be viewed in the VR realm.
In addition to managing this
end-to-end ecosystem, ViaccessOrca also brings viewers’ engagement around premium content to “a new level”. ViaccessOrca’s VR-enabled immersive
user experience leverages both
its Connected Sentinel Player offering for secure playback and its
COMPASS personalisation platform to make the most of the
insights gained from this new TV
environment.

Viaccess-Orca is showcasing an end-to-end VR technology demonstration with its
partners.

While immersing in the VR
experience at booth 1.A51, visitors can also check out Adaptive

Sentinel, a new converged and card
and cardless conditional access
system (CAS).

VSN updates new software
Delivering the future of TV today
development for VSNEXPLORER Imagine Communications says production and contribution port- playout, advanced multi-channel
VSN is explaining how a new
software upgrade that is currently
being developed for the company’s
VSNEXPLORER suite of solutions
will improve the media management efficiency and automation
of VSNEXPLORER modules. These
include the PAM (production asset
management), MAM (media asset
management), BPM (business process management) and BI (business
intelligence) modules.
In particular, VSN is highlighting a full integration of an online
thesarus with the company’s media
management tools. This, says VSN,
will allow users to automatically
link and associate additional information extracted from the Internet
— maps, locations, history, images,

VSN is highlighting how an upcoming
software update can help improve
workflow processes.

biographies and so on — to any
publication.
Using Linked Data, or a practice of using the Web to connect
related data that was not previously
linked, users can then explore all
the associate data located in the
Web and obtain further information to complement the initial data
obtained. Essentially, the Linked
Data, through the use of metadata
or ‘universal identifiers’, allow additional information to be extracted
from contrasted databases.
VSNEXPLORER’s integration
with the online thesarus, adds
VSN, allows users to have access
to a large database comprising
interconnected data that complement and link with one another.
For instance, the name of an international organisation could be
automatically associated to additional data about its foundation,
size, competencies and location.
Manuel Escribano, VSN’s CTO,
says: “We are conscious of the challenges that users have to face in the
current broadcast and media and
entertainment sectors, and we work
every day to provide them with the
tools to improve their efficiency,
as well as media management and
cataloguing capacities.”
Find out more at booth 7.D25.

it is shining the spotlight on the
current state of the media and
entertainment industry’s evolution
to a new technology foundation.
The company is offering a range
of solutions to help broadcasters,
service providers and other media
companies accelerate the modernisation of their production, playout
and distribution facilities.
These include Imagine Communications’ hybrid SDI-IP routing and multiviewer solutions,
designed to empower media
companies to transform live production operations and leverage
commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS)
IT-equipment.
Imagine Communications’

Imagine
Communications
aims to “deliver
the future of
TV today” with
solutions such
as the EPIC
multiviewer.
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White Paper @ www.apb-news.com

RAI Amsterdam
The Netherlands
http://www.ibc.org/

n OCTOBER
v

Mapping the European pay-TV
innovation landscape

Launched by Nagra in partnership with
MTM, an international research and strategy consulting firm, the Pay-TV Innovation
Forum is an international programme focused on exploring next-generation business models and innovation opportunities
for pay-TV service providers.
This white paper, the first to be written
as part of the Pay-TV Innovation Forum,
takes a look at the pay-TV innovation
and examines developments in Europe.
Particularly, it features an analysis of the
product and service portfolios of 93 pay-TV providers across the 18
largest European pay-TV markets.

folio provides ultra-low latency
encoding and decoding and the
delivery of uncompressed media
over IP transport, as well as support for Sony Network Media
Interface (NMI) and intoPIX TICO
compression for 4K/Ultra HD (UHD)
operations.
Imagine Communications’ live
production portfolio also supports
4K/UHD processing technologies,
including up/down-conversion
and the latest standards for delivering media over IP networks,
high dynamic range (HDR) image
quality and precision timing.
For the support of compressed
and uncompressed IP-based
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and 4K/UHD playback and branding, Imagine Communications
offers its Versio 4K/UHD playout
and graphic workflow solutions,
which is now equipped with a new
user interface and new automation
features to support virtualised deployment for cloud environments.
Other highlights at booth
4.A01 include Imagine Communications’ solutions for multi-screen
delivery, which support high-density and high video quality transcoding and delivery for over-the-top
(OTT) linear and video-on-demand
(VoD) services.
Together with partners Microsoft and Hewlett Packard Enterprise
(HPE), Imagine Communications
is higlighting how the companies’
collaboration is accelerating the
transition to virtualised environments. Microsoft Azure Certified
solutions based on Imagine Communications’ 100% software-based
playout and live encoding solutions
will be featured, as will media cloud
services that leverage HPE’s cloudbased, virtualised and orchestrated
network services.
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Ross Video presenting Smart Production theme
Ross Video is showing how its technologies,
services and expertise can help customers achieve their creative, business and
technical goals.
Highlights include the Carbonite
Black Solo, the smallest member of the
Carbonite family. Equipped with six SD/
HD-SDI connections and three HDMI
inputs, the production switcher also allows
users to assign six floating frame synchronisers with format converters to any input.
All Carbonite switchers now come with
XPression Live CG software, offering features
such as multi-panel operation, which enables
users to operate their Carbonite ME, MiniMEs or multi-screen outputs from multiple

Grass Valley
advocates
format-flexible
approach

Grass Valley’s LDX 86N Series native 4K/Ultra HD
(UHD) camera.

Grass Valley is empowering content producers to create, control and connect content
wherever, however and whenever it is consumed.
Solutions at booth 1.D11 include the
new LDX 86N Series native 4K/Ultra HD
(UHD) camera, which is built using Grass
Valley’s latest 4K/UHD 2/3-inch imagers. The
camera, according to the company, provides
the best possible content with native 4K/
UHD resolution in true 16:9 aspect ratio,
using lenses intended for broadcast with no
cropping or zooming effects.
The Focus 75 Live entry-level 720p/1080i
switchable HD system camera features three
fully digital Xensium-FT CMOS imagers with
global shutter operation and a “high level of
image performance” for applications that
require less flexibility. It is also equipped with
a standard B4 2/3” lens mount to accommodate existing HD lenses.
For switchers, Grass Valley is offering
the Korona, which is available in 1M/E and
2M/E (stripe) panels and packaged with the
K-Frame S-series video processing engine.
It supports multiple formats and can be
upgraded to 3G/4K/UHD with a software
licence.
iTX On-Demand is Grass Valley’s new
video-on-demand (VoD)/over-the-top
(OTT) solution. It automates VoD workflows
and delivers to multiple VoD platforms,
and reduces the delay in publishing for live
programmes by processing of growing files.
In order to provide the bridge between
the broadcast and IP worlds by delivering
critical functions required by broadcasters,
but not available in traditional IP solutions,
Grass Valley is demonstrating its Glassto-Glass IP solutions, which include the
Broadcast Data Centre concept.

control panels and DashBoard points.
Launched earlier this year as Ross Video’s
first camera offering, the ACID camera is
making its European debut. Designed to
fill the gaps in chroma keying in virtual
environments, the ACID outputs standard SMPTE 4:2:2 video signals for use in
any production. Additionally, it outputs
a special 0:4:4 full bandwidth colour signal
that is combined with the primary output
within the Carbonite UltrachromeHR system

to generate a full-resolution 4:4:4 signal for
“superior chroma keys”.
Other highlights at booth 11.C10
include XPression Tessera, a multi-display
real-time graphics designer and controller
for sports venues and studio video walls;
the Inception News system, which now offers a new enterprise edition designed to
support more than 1,000 concurrent users
in a fault-tolerant, enterprise-class environment; and Furio RC, a remote control dolly
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Ross Video’s ACID camera
is making its European
debut at IBC2016.

system for live stage productions, which is
now available only as a pan/tilt head system
sans a dolly.
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Meet NEC the Wise
NEC Corporation’s line-up of artifical
intelligence (AI) technologies will be
branded as NEC the WISE. This initiative,
according to the company, is a reflection
of how AI technologies have experienced
“tremendous breakthroughs” in recent
years. Katsumi Emura, EVP and CTO of NEC
Corporation, explained: “We have named
our line-up of cutting-edge AI technologies
‘NEC the WISE’ to reflect NEC’s strong desire
to facilitate cooperation between people
and AI.” To accelerate the development
and use of state-of-the-art AI technologies
in supporting fields such as IoT, big data
and security, NEC will be focusing its
efforts on providing innovative solutions
that contribute to the transformation and
growth of enterprises, he added.

Danmon Asia appointed
exclusive Vietnam
distributor for Sennheiser

Danmon Asia and Sennheiser have signed
an exclusive agreement for the distribution
of the Sennheiser Evolution series of wired
and wireless G3 microphones in Vietnam.
The agreement, said Sennheiser, marks a
“significant milestone” in the company’s
South-east Asian development plans
and adds commitment to the pro audio
segment in Vietnam. Prior to the new
agreement, Danmon Asia has been
distributing Sennheiser’s 2000, 5000
and 9000 series of professional wireless
microphone systems in Vietnam.
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Superior image
viewers

There remains a reason why
they say “content is king”.
Quality content is likely to
remain the key in retaining
eyeballs, even as emerging
technologies become critical
enablers in content creation.
As Josephine Tan finds out,
broadcasters and content
producers are presented with
a number of essential tools,
no matter which format they
choose to shoot in.

B

roadcasters and content producers are
constantly driven to produce content
of the highest image quality; emerging technologies such as 4K/Ultra HD
(UHD), high dynamic range (HDR) and
even 8K are allowing them to achieve
this goal, and to improve the viewing
experience for audiences worldwide.
For production teams selecting
the cameras to be deployed on-set, the
ability to produce the requisite image
quality is a key criteria. For instance,
ARRI’s Amira cameras were used to
film the third and fourth seasons of the
Chinese TV talent show I Am A Singer,
which were produced by Chinese provincial satellite TV station Hunan TV.
Particularly for the fourth season, the
production team invested in 23 Amira
cameras to film the show.
The ability to capture a cinematic
look was the main driver behind Hunan
TV’s decision to choose the Amira for
the shoot, in addition to the large sensor, high resolution and HDR capability
that the camera also provides, explains
Zhou Lihong, technical director, head of
production control centre, Hunan TV.
Using the Amira in the fourth
season of I Am A Singer has brought
great improvements, Zhou emphasises,
especially in colour calibration, camera
settings and shot matching. He adds:
“These might seem trivial, but it matters
a lot for live broadcast.”
The fourth season of I Am A Singer
concluded with a live broadcast of
the finale, where the production team
recorded in ProRes 422 in Log C, and
utilised the multi-cam mode equipped
in the Amira.
During the live broadcast, output
signals from the Amira were sent to the
camera control unit (CCU) for adjustment of iris, colour temperature, gamma
and look, before it was transmitted
to the director for live switch and live
broadcast, explains Zhang Chao, video

CREDIT: A BITE OF CHINA: CELEBRATING THE CHINESE NEW YEAR

ARRI’s Amira cameras were used for the
filming of Chinese TV talent show, I Am A
Singer (top), and in Chinese documentary
feature film, A Bite of China: Celebrating the
Chinese New Year (above).

❝The best overall image
quality should consider
HDR, natural images, high
sensitivity, natural colour
reproduction, excellent
colour, separation and the
absence of artifacts.❞
— Augustine Cheung,
Senior Sales Manager,
ARRI Asia
engineer, Hunan TV.
Augustine Cheung, senior sales
manager of ARRI Asia, tells APB: “The
multi-cam mode of the Amira simplifies the workflow for camera operators
to control iris and exposure. It provides
the Sony Simple Camera Protocol
(SSCP) so that production teams can
easily integrate the camera with their
existing systems to show the best picture
with HDR.”
Besides the deployment in I Am A
Singer, several Asian content producers
are also employing the Amira for the
filming of TV dramas, reality shows and
commercials across China, South Korea,
Japan and South-east Asia.
Another user of the Amira is the

production team behind the documentary feature film, A Bite of China:
Celebrating the Chinese New Year.
According to Chen Lei, director of the
feature film, the Amira provides “image
quality, colour rendition and reliability”
when the team travelled across China
and filmed more than 10,000 minutes
of footage at 24 locations, documenting
43 regional dishes.
According to ARRI’s Cheung, the
Amira is becoming a “preferred option”
among Asian content producers because
of the “ergonomic design that the Amira
offers, which makes it ideal for singleuser operation”.
As the industry continues to innovate further to offer viewers better image
quality through the integration of technologies such as 4K/UHD and HDR,
Cheung stresses: “ARRI has adopted
the concept of HDR in all our cameras
since 2010. Resolution, like 4K/UHD,
describes only one of the parameters in
overall image quality. The best overall
image quality should consider HDR,
natural images, high sensitivity, natural
colour reproduction, excellent colour
separation and the absence of artifacts.”
Staying ahead of the technology
adoption curve, Japanese public broadcaster NHK last month started 4K/
UHD and 8K test broadcasting on its
broadcast-satellite channels.
According to the 8K broadcasting
roadmap announced by Japan’s Ministry
of Internal Affairs and Communications
(MIC), 8K satellite broadcasting is
scheduled to begin in 2018, in preparation for the nationwide viewing of the
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quality keeps
watching on
Ikegami collaborated with Japanese public
broadcaster NHK to develop the SHK-810 8K
camera.

2020 Tokyo Olympics and Paralympics
Games in 8K.
One company that is working closely
with NHK to develop production equipment that supports
8K is Ikegami Electronics.
Commenting on Ikegami’s
collaboration with NHK,
Tomonori Abe of Ikegami
Electronics (Europe), explains:
caster in
“Ikegami’s efforts to develop 8K
September
broadcast production equipment
last year. The 8K OB vehicle is dehave focused on achieving extremely high
signed to operate as a complete mobile
resolution combined with Ikegami’s proven
8K broadcast production facility capable
ability to deliver very wide dynamic range
of producing TV of “unsurpassed picture
image processing.”
quality” and with 22.2 channel surround
In 2002, Ikegami developed its firstsound.
generation 8K camera in cooperation
Abe elaborates: “The vehicle’s speciwith NHK, followed by the second- and
fications allow it to be operated not only
third-generation models released in 2004
in Japan but also worldwide, so it can be
and 2010 respectively. In March last year,
operated for global sporting events such
the fourth-generation SHK-810 8K TV
as the Olympics. It can be expanded to accamera was introduced, offering “greater
commodate additional equipment as and
miniaturisation and improved processing
when required.”
quality”. Abe adds: “The SHK-810 is about
The 8K OB vehicle, equipped with SHKone-tenth the size and weight of Ikegami’s
810 cameras, was on-site throughout last
first-generation 8K camera, and offers sigmonth’s 2016 Rio Olympics to deliver 8K
nificant improved operability.”
broadcast of the opening and closing cerDesigned for live studio and field apemonies, as well as selected athletic events,
plications, the SHK-810 is said to be the
to audiences in Japan.
“world’s first” hand-held 8K production
During major sports events such as the
camera. Weighing less than 9kg, the SHKOlympics, large broadcast networks deploy
810 employs a single 33 million-pixel
slow-motion and replay systems to analyse
Super 35 CMOS sensor to achieve
detailed movements of a
4,000TVL horizontal and vertical
particular player or action,
resolution. The SHK-810 also
which has just happened
features a standard SMPTE fibre
within split seconds. From
cable that connects the camera
the audience’s perspective,
and the CCU, enabling longslow-motion effect also
distance transmission for live
creates the atmosphere
broadcasting.
and builds anticipation, in
When delivering a live event
addition to watching the
via an 8K ecosystem, the key
playback from different
challenge is the
angles.
need for moT he s e sl ow bi l it y, Ab e
motion and replay
highlights. As
systems, however,
NewTek’s
8K broadcast
are
constrained to
3Play Mini portable console
allows producers to hand-carry
production
either a rack in the transcaptures 16 times more image one small suite of tool that offers mission studio or in an
slow-motion and instant replay
information than HDTV, the capabilities.
OB truck.
production infrastructure is
To make slow-motion
also much larger in size, and requires more
and replay capabilities available to a broader
power consumption and number of cables
range of producers with budget constraints,
compared to HDTV.
NewTek is continuing to innovate and
He continues: “Therefore, organising an
develop its 3Play Mini, a portable slow8K outside broadcast (OB) vehicle is much
motion and instant replay console.
more challenging than designing and proScott Carroll, director of public reladucing traditional OB vehicles.”
tions for NewTek, explains that one of
For instance, Ikegami helped to outfit
the contributing factors in developing the
NHK’s 8K OB production vehicle, which
3Play Mini was because “NewTek noticed
was delivered to the Japanese public broada need among producers who do not

Designed as a complete mobile 8K broadcast production facility, Ikegami’s 8K OB
vehicle is capable of producing “unsurpassed” picture quality for TV with 22.2
surround sound.

necessarily want to purchase
replay-only equipment that
costs too much and takes up
space”.
The portable 3Play Mini offers replay
and review capabilities for producers to
preview and playback at any angle, or at
multiple angles of a recorded event to deliver
different viewing perspectives for replay and
official verification. Designed to be operated
like a tablet with the browser-based control
interface, producers can cue, set playback
speed and manage replay.
Besides having replay and review cap
abilities, the 3Play Mini also features a

flexible output for producers to send instant
replays, slow-motion effects, highlights,
graphics and transitions. Also included are
stored package sequences to the switcher,
streaming encoder, scoreboard, and the
ability to publish the video clips on social
media platforms.
Carroll concludes: “With 3Play Mini,
producers can hand-carry one small suite
of tools that makes it easy to access, set up
and create professional looking shows from
anywhere they are. Without having to connect a lot of expensive gear, producers can
give fans an incredible viewing experience,
even at the smallest events.”

SGL has an established
history serving the archive
needs of broadcast facilities
around the world.
Join us at IBC Show for demos
from our industry-leading
partners and to discover our
latest developments including
FlashNet Infinity, support for
Sony Ci and new FlashNet Lite.

Booth 7.J15A

T: +61 415088619 | E: sales@sglbroadcast.com
W: sglbroadcast.com
Global leaders in Archive & Storage Management
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Jason Bourne returns
with a touch of Meglic
the eye, and it feels like the same
scene and style. On ‘Bourne’, it was
especially important because of the
particular visceral documentary
style of the film.”
To achieve this objective, Meglic
and his team chose Blackmagic Design’s Micro Cinema Cameras and
Pocket Cinema Cameras, and because of the cameras’ combination
of size and performance. “I haven’t
found another camera that will deliver on those two things — being
as light as they are while still delivering the image quality needed to
blend in with the A cameras.
“I always try to extract as much
as I can from a camera, so they are
dealing with good footage in post,
and the dynamic range on both

PHOTO CREDIT: UNIVERSAL PICTURES

After a nine-year hiatus, Jason
Bourne, played by Matt Damon,
is returning to movie screens this
year with the fourth instalment of
the movie franchise.
Having also worked on 2007’s
The Bourne Ultimatum, second unit
director of photography (DOP) Igor
Meglic had been familiarised with
the requirements for capturing the
thrilling chase and action scenes
before he was called upon to work
on Jason Bourne.
Meglic explained: “One of the
most important points to note
when shooting action scenes for
any movie is to stay consistent with
the established look of the movie,
so once you transition to an action scene, there’s no difference to

Blackmagic Design cameras were used to shoot Jason Bourne, the latest instalment
to the Bourne movie franchise.

cameras was very good.”
Five Micro Cinema Cameras
were used to capture the final
car-chase scene in the film, which
was shot on the Las Vegas strip.
Mounted to the side of a S.W.A.T
truck, the cameras captured all
the action as the vehicle plowed
through rows of cars.
The cameras were also used to
shoot the existing lighting environment on the Las Vegas strip. Set up
as a four-camera array system — all
shutter and genlocked together
with a single-point trigger, the
footage was then displayed on
overhead panels while shooting the
corresponding green screen plates
with the actors. The Micro Cinema
Cameras were positioned to shoot
left, right and rear, creating a 360º
shot of the area.
In another shot on the Canary
Islands, several Pocket Cinema
Cameras were used for a motorcycle-and-car-chase scene, which
required very light cameras that
could be mounted onto the helmet
and body of the stunt person on
the motorcycle, Meglic explained.
“This was pretty serious stuff,
and we have the guys going up and
down stairs, over jumps and down
very narrow alleys and streets. We
used the footage for great POV
shots,” he concluded.

AR integration brings Sky Deutschland’s
Bundesliga coverage to next level
Sky Deutschland is deploying
Ncam’s real-time camera tracking technology to generate augmented reality (AR) graphics in
support of its live coverage of the
new German Bundesliga football
championship season.
Last season, the Sky Sports
and Sky Sports News production
department of the German media
company was solely responsible for
providing the coverage of 612 Bundesliga matches and used Ncam’s
camera-tracking technology to
bring a ‘wow’ factor to its audience.
The broadcaster faced the major

challenge of having to generate
coverage from the pitch level instead of working with a dedicated
Bundesliga studio. “This way of working limits the introduction of new
technologies, of course,” explained
Alessandro Reitano, VP Sports
Production at Sky Deutschland.
“However, Sky Deutschland was
able to fix the Ncam device onto the
Steadicam camera stabiliser mount,
to bring our Bundesliga coverage to
the next level.”
Ncam’s camera-agnostic lightweight sensor bar attaches to a wide
range of cameras to track the cam-

era movements using real objects
in real time, allowing the camera
to move freely in all locations while
generating a continuous stream of
precise positional and rotational information to feed Sky Deutschland’s
Vizrt graphics engine.
Reitano added: “We were the
first German TV broadcaster covering the Bundesliga to use Ncam on
a Steadicam mount. We believe this
technology really puts us ahead of
our competitors and gives football
fans a highly stimulating visual
experience in terms of advanced
graphics.”

Miller Camera Support Equipment’s DS20 fluid head and MINI tripod joins Daniel
Hunter and Edward Saltau into wildlife Australia.

Get upclose with marsupials
with the right support
In a three-part documentary series
Wonders of Marsupials, Daniel
Hunter and Edward Saltau of The
Natural History Unit production
company wanted to bring viewers
upclose with some of Australia’s
most famous indigenous animals.
Wonders of Marsupials begins
with how marsupials came into
existence and focuses on how
marsupials have evolved to adapt
and overcome the challenges they
face in Australia.
For this project, Hunter and
Saltau used a Sony PXW-FS7 camcorder with a Canon FD 150-600
lens with a two-time extender,
and a Sony A7s Mark 2 camera
with Canon 100-400 MKII lens for
low-light situations. Supporting
the payload of the cameras are
the DS20 fluid head and MINI tripod from Miller Camera Support
Equipment.
Hunter explained that the contained spreader space of the MINI
tripod was particularly effective
for the production of Wonders of
Marsupials, especially for filming
species such as bettongs, which are
small, ground-dwelling marsupials.
He added: “It feels necessary to
bring the viewer into the moment

by filming at the animal’s eye level,
which we’re able to do quickly and
steadily with this tripod.”
Designed for lightweight camcorder set-ups in confined spaces,
the MINI tripod is a 2.8kg, 100mm
alloy two-stage baby-leg tube
tripod. It features simple and tradi
tional toggle locks with a payload
capacity of 25kg along with an
optional baby ground spreader.
Separately, the DS20 fluid head
is designed as a lightweight solution for use with larger cameras or
additional on-board accessories.
Equipped with a dual-position
counterbalance and 60mm camera
plate, the DS20 allows quick and
easy balancing for payloads from
5kg-10kg.
For natural history filmmaking
that requires a lot of movement in
the field, Hunter added that the
DS20 “has proven to be a solid
head with excellent panning-andtilting capabilities” with a lighter
rig set-up.
He concluded: “I think our
long lenses definitely caused us to
exceed the weight capacity of the
head, but the fact that we were
still able to get quality shots is a
testament to the build of the DS20.”
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Avid platform creates AR moments
for UEFA Euro 2016
During the 2016 UEFA European Championship that took place from June 10 - July 10
in France, local broadcasters TF1 and M6
relied on Avid’s sports graphics solutions to
produce augmented reality (AR) applications
in their studios.
M6, for instance, deployed a range of
Avid Studio Suite solutions, which were
powered by the Avid MediaCentral Platform.
These include Maestro, a universal controller
for video and graphics that enables users
to create, manage, distribute and play out
high-resolution 3D graphics and videos;
3DPlay, an end-to-end channel branding
solution that simplifies production; and
PowerWall, a turnkey system for video walls
that provides up to 16K resolution output
from a single box.
With these solutions, M6 showcased its
on-air graphics capabilities during the tournament when a presenter in M6’s Paris studio
appeared to “walk inside a TV” to speak to
another fellow presenter, who was on the
sidelines in Nice. M6 also used Avid solutions to create a hologram effect, “zapping”
interviewees from a studio in the stadium to
the M6 studio in Paris.
Another adopter of Avid Studio Suite solutions is CCTV5, the sports channel of China’s
national broadcaster CCTV. CCTV5 used
Digital Sand Table, a professional football application based on Avid’s AR technology and
developed by Avid’s partner EarthMountain
Technology, for pre-match predictions and
analysis before each daily live broadcast.
By creating the 3D models of the participating teams and their players into the
application in advance, CCTV5 presenters
were able to drag the players’ names across
the screen, allowing viewers to see the 3D

Frontman wins
inaugural film award
The Vizio + Dolby Vision Filmmaker Challenge has crowned its first winner —
cinematographer Todd Sheridan’s Frontman.
Established to celebrate excellence in
the art of storytelling and advancements in
filmmaking, the Vizio + Dolby Filmmaker
Challenge aims to inspire emerging cinematographers to showcase their filmmaking
prowess. The contest invited second-year
Fellows from the AFI Conservatory — the
American Film Institute’s film training programme — to submit a three-minute clip
of their films.
Lily Knowles, VP of marketing, Vizio, explained: “Sheridan’s use of equipment, scene
selection, lighting and storytelling stood out,
intimately engaging viewers to bring the
short story to life on-screen. Together with
Dolby, we’re committed to bringing home
the cinema experience with unprecedented
picture-quality advancements so that films
like Frontman can be enjoyed the way they
were intended by their creators.”
Vizio, an US consumer electronics manufacturer, offers a range of 4K/Ultra HD (UHD)
TV screens, which features high dynamic
range (HDR) with Dolby Vision technology.
The use of Dolby Vision in all of the five
shortlisted films for this year’s award delivers
“a spectacular home viewing experience by
enhancing the visual narrative of the story
while preserving the artistic intent of the
filmmakers”, added Roland Vlaicu, VP, consumer imaging, Dolby Laboratories.

models of the players “running across the
screen”. CCTV5’s presenters were also able to
discuss the game to be played that day using
different colours and effects on the touchscreen embedded on the anchor’s desk.
Jeff Rosica, SVP, chief sales and marketing

officer at Avid, said: “It’s exciting to see the
stunning effects that customers such as M6
and CCTV5 create with Avid graphics and
AR solutions, wowing millions of viewers
across the globe — and sometimes even the
presenters themselves.”

Production teams can create 3D models of sports
personalities with Avid’s sports graphics solutions.
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KVM provides effici
SGL announces FlashNet
Infinity development team
SGL has expanded its next-generation
Infinity development team with the
appointments of Richard Heap as
development projects manager, Richard
Stone as FlashNet Infinity QA and Simon
Locke as FlashNet Infinity developer.
FlashNet Infinity is SGL’s next-generation,
simple-to-navigate archive interface, and it
provides users with a control centre, adding
“greater sophistication and flexibility” to
the FlashNet archive management solution.
Lauding an exciting 2016 for SGL, which
includes the launch of FlashNet Infinity,
Bernie Walsh, SGL’s managing director, said:
“I’m delighted to welcome the new team
and to announce further updates
to FlashNet Infinity over the next
six months.”
From left: Richard
Stone, Richard
Heap and Simon
Locke.

JMR releases SiloStor
JMR Electronics, a provider of scalable
storage solutions, has made its SiloStor
SSD plug-in offering available. SiloStor is
a NVMe (Non-Volatile Memory Express)
SSD plug-in card that is a full-length,
half-height PCIe (Peripheral Component
Interconnect Express) 3.0 x8 drive, which
adds 2TB or more of “high-availability, highperformance” solid-state storage to any
server, computer or workstation using the
latest NAND technology. The card occupies
a x8 PCIe slot and can also be connected via
Thunderbolt PCIe expansion to computers
offering this capability.
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To make workflows more efficient and with less time-consuming processes,
broadcasters are relying more on KVM (keyboard, video and mouse) switches —
hardware devices that allow a user to control multiple broadcast systems from
one or more sets of KVM devices. Millette Manalo-Burgos writes more.

K

VM solutions streamline broadcast
workflow, declares Terence Teng,
managing director of Asia-Pacific operations, IHSE, a KVM supplier.
Teng tells APB that KVM solutions
such as those offered by IHSE, have a
significant role to play. “Their role is to
enable instant access to any broadcast
device for every operator, engineer or
editor,” he says. “Whether that is in
a studio, OB van or post-production
house, they provide latency-free,
artifact-free flexible access. So any
operator can use any workstation to
access and control a remote piece
of hardware.”
James Wood, marketing executive for another
KVM provider Adder
Technology,

on the other hand, says that in order to
increase efficiencies and streamline operations in the three main areas across
the broadcast workflow — including
gallery control, post production and
outside broadcasting (OB) — IP-based
KVM is employed in each of these
areas and in a wider setting restricted
only by the availability of the IP infrastructure.
“IP-based KVM enables users to
switch between multiple sources and
machines instantly, without loss of
picture quality or performance,” he
explains.
“Furthermore, the extension feature of the technology allows the physical machines to be located outside of
the working area (in a server room, for
example), which frees up desk space
and take out the excess heat and noise
from the environment.”
KVM devices are not

IHSE’s Draco tera KVM solution responds to changes in a simple and controllable manner.
This is achieved through user selection by hotkey or button panels and features such as preprogrammed configuration. In addition, integration with common broadcast control systems
such as L-S-B’s VSM and BFE permits full integration of KVM systems into the broadcast
environment.

Adder Technology’s flagship solution —
the AdderLink Infinity is a fully scalable,
IP-based, point-to-point or matrix solution
for video, audio and USB. Unique to the
AdderLink Infinity range is that it uses
standard IP infrastructure, offering instant
switching, zero lag and “pixel perfect” video
with USB using existing IT infrastructure.

actually a direct part of the workflow itself, adds Jochen Bauer,
marketing director for Guntermann
& Drunck (G&D). However, having
KVM devices can add lots of useful
functions and convenience to large
parts of a workflow, Bauer points
out.
“KVM is an important component of broadcast infrastructure and
as such, provides opportunities to
interconnect different stages of the
workflow process on the operational
layer. In short, KVM provides the flexibility to access different systems via
any integrated console,” he says.
But while learning how to maximise KVM device features may help
broadcasters trim their production

Tips for broadcasters who want to invest in a switcher
What are some tips broadcasters should
know before purchasing a production
switcher? Robert Rowe, EVP and general
manager, Live Production and Infrastructure, SAM, gives some pointers:
It is crucial for broadcasters to have a
clear understanding of their production
requirements, as this will define the size
and type of switcher. There are now a
range of options catering for varied levels
of sophistication, so broadcasters must
ensure they are investing in the switcher
that offers the best fit for their business
and will support all the features needed.
In an ever-evolving technology and
media landscape, the investment must
meet both current and future business
needs. There is no value to be gained from
technology that is not capable of expanding and evolving with changing needs.
Reliability is also an important factor

to consider. Broadcasters must ensure that
they are working with a partner that not
only boasts reliable equipment but beyond
this, has a round-the-clock technical support system available. In the event that a
part needs to be replaced or an error fixed,
broadcasters need to have confidence that
this can be done efficiently. For broadcasters operating on a global level, they must
ensure they have access to a worldwide
support network.
Broadcasters should look for a switcher
that supports at least 3G. With an increased demand for flexibility throughout
the industry, switchers should offer the
ability to mix and match different formats.
For example, SD, 4K/Ultra HD (UHD) and
3G allow broadcasters to deliver more than
one programme at a time and allocate
resources more effectively. It’s not just
about multi-formats, but multi-interfaces

too, such as SDI and IP in/IP out to allow
seamless integration.
There are several options available to
check if the switcher you are planning to
purchase would work with your existing
workflow. This includes speaking with an
existing user to understand how a switcher
works or going to a manufacturer for a
demonstration or a trial. All of these offer
broadcasters the opportunity for a test run
before making an investment, so they can
be confident that it is the right one.
The switcher also needs to be capable
of managing IP, 4K/UHD and 12G SDI now.
If this is not the case, it should at least
have a credible solution that allows it to
evolve as these needs increase. Flexibility
is also important, so having a modular
control surface, which allows for bolt-on
modules when required, will be crucial to
the longevity of the technology.
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ent workflow at less time
times, how do they ensure that they have
the right KVM solutions in place? What
should they look for when choosing KVM
solutions for their workflow?
Adder Technology’s Wood says solutions
should be fit for the intended purpose and
match the requirements of the installation
in terms of cost, functionality and quality.
“Broadcasters should also consider aspects
such as number of end-points required and
future scalability needs. They should also
look at bandwidth requirements and the
distance that video, data and audio will be
transported over,” he explains. “This will
influence the selection of fibre or copper,
which will have cost implications for the
installation.”
Wood continues: “The transportation
of lossless HD video at the required frame
rate, for example, requires high bandwidth,
which more often than not means using a
fibre network.”
Meanwhile, IHSE’s Teng says that in
the live environment of broadcast, delay
in transmission of any content is critical. “Broadcasters should consider that
when researching KVM solutions. In
particular, they should compare the two
common types of KVM: KVM direct and
KVM-over-IP.”

Another area is quality of image which
is also critical in the broadcast world.
“Any artifacts on any pictures cast doubt
on the integrity of data flowing and is
unacceptable,” Teng maintains.
In contrast, direct KVM matrix switchbased systems, as opposed to KVM-overIP solutions, deliver zero latency video
distribution with no artifacts or switching
delay. This makes them ideal for high-performance broadcast and post-production
applications that rely on those characteristics, he adds.
Other features to look out for include
flexibility of configuration — the ability to
connect any type of source device to any
user workstation. Also key is configurability
— how the system can be set up, managed
and controlled. “The security procedures it
offers to prevent unauthorised access to devices and whether data can be removed from
computers, or malicious software injected”
are other details to find out more, Teng
says.
G&D’s Bauer offers another point of
view: “First, broadcasters need to look at
their current demands so that the solution can fulfil these needs. This may not
be limited to just looking at the number
of computers and users to be intercon-

G&D systems such as the new ControlCenter-Compact KVM matrix are capable of handling virtually
any kind of signal and offer lots of additional functionality of a high reliability and intuitive operation.
According to Jochen Bauer, the company’s marketing director, China and Japan are the biggest markets
for G&D in Asia-Pacific.

nected, and the structure in which the
systems should be accessed. This may even
include the question of how they can be
accessed, that is, the different features that
add further convenience.”
Thus, having the right machines
available as and when required is a core
competence of KVM. “A KVM system is
an enabler technology, so it needs to be as

intuitive as possible without adding an additional operation layer for the user to deal
with,” Bauer says.
However, it is not only current demands,
but also the question of what the future
brings that have to be considered, he warns.
“Systems need to be adaptable so that they
can still be used even when requirements
change.”
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IABM celebrates 40th anniversary with
growing Asian presence
APB asks Peter Bruce, director of the IABM APAC, for an update on
IABM’s activities in Asia two years after an APAC office was set up in
Singapore.
Dennis Breckenridge, managing director of systems integrator
Advanced Broadcast Solutions Asia, who was elected chair of the
IABM APAC Regional Council in June this year, also shares with APB
some of the initiatives that the IABM will be putting in place in the
region.
Peter, the IABM has made many
changes over the past two years.
Can you explain the progress of
the IABM and the changes that
have taken place?
Peter Bruce: Yes, the IABM is now
40 years old and looking forward
to a further 40 years. The decision
from the IABM Members’ Board
was to establish regional offices
to cater for the different needs of
members worldwide. Thus, with
the guidance of the IABM’s chief
executive, Peter White, the IABM
has set up regional councils and
established more resources outside
of the UK headquarters, making
IABM truly global.
Following on from setting up
a North American office, the APAC
office was established in Singapore two years ago. We have also
added representatives and offices
in Japan, the UK, Dubai for the Middle East and Frankfurt for Europe.
Remember that the IABM is a notfor-profit trade association and it
relies on its member companies to
lead activities.

opened up training in APAC. As a
result, our APAC membership has
grown significantly.

What has been the effect of
these changes?
Bruce: As a result of establishing
the APAC office, we have been
able to roll out many more regionally focused activities and events,
including a series of regional
members’ meetings. We’ve also
extended the amount of support
at events such as exhibitions and

❝The biggest growth

Where has this growth been
most significant and how do you
see the future?
Bruce: The biggest growth comes
from China and it was an excellent sign that Huawei joined as a
Platinum member. Membership is
widely spread across the region,
ranging from Japanese conglomerates such as Sony and Hitachi to
software solution companies such
as Amagi in India and regional
systems integrators.
Another important job for us
is supporting more than 200 local offices of member companies
headquartered outside of the area.
Dennis, congratulations on your
election. How did this come
about?
Dennis Breckenridge: I was delighted last year when I heard that
the IABM was setting up an APAC
Council, and volunteered to join.

comes from China and
it was an excellent sign
that Huawei joined as a
Platinum member.❞
— Peter Bruce, Director,
IABM APAC

The APAC Regional Council held an
election during BroadcastAsia2016,
at which I was appointed to the
Chair.
With the support of Peter
Bruce, we have brought together
a tremendous range of industry
expertise and regional experience
that we can put at the service of
IABM members in the region to
really help move things forward
for everyone.
Why does APAC need its own
regional council?
Breckenridge: The point is that,
while some interests can be represented centrally — standards,
training, industry intelligence and
so on — there are very real differences in regional markets around
the world that require their own
individual solutions. Indeed, even
within a region, there can be
notable differences in approach
required — something I learnt very
quickly while setting up Advanced
Broadcast Solutions.
Many companies in the West
assume that what works there
must work in APAC too, and this is
simply not always the case. While
broadcasters in the West are mainly
consolidating, Asian countries are
rolling out huge infrastructures
and supporting very large channel counts in comparison. Also, as
the sophistication of many Asian
countries grows and their economies and consumer trends evolve,

Dennis Breckenridge (left), managing director of systems integrator Advanced
Broadcast Solutions Asia, and the new chair of the IABM APAC Regional Council,
and Peter Bruce, director of the IABM APAC, are looking to expand the IABM’s
presence across Asia.

❝No longer are Asian
broadcasters just
turnaround operations,
but rather, they are
becoming content and
distribution centres.❞
— Dennis Breckenridge,
Managing Director,
Advanced Broadcast
Solutions Asia;
Chair, IABM APAC Regional
Council
I believe we are now seeing innovation coming uniquely to Asia in
products and services.
We are also seeing true local
isation and the development of
large amounts of country- and
language-specific content. No
longer are Asian broadcasters just
turnaround operations, but rather,
they are becoming content and
distribution centres.
What plans do you have for the
APAC Council and members in
the region?
Breckenridge: Over the coming
months, I want to accelerate the

growth of APAC regional events
and select topics to address specific
APAC industry gaps, hence benefiting participating members. I will
also actively support membership
growth in APAC to help achieve
better representation for the region in IABM overall.
I will be pushing to develop
better Asian-focused statistics for
reports such as the IABM Industry
Trends Survey Report. Also, there
is a plethora of exhibitions and
conferences in the region, and
IABM will play an increasingly important role in guiding members
to the most suitable events to
market their products and services
successfully.
Training is another area where
IABM can help the industry in the
APAC region. I will be working to
help extend the range of online
courses from our extensive training
portfolio that can bring the necessary knowledge into the region
quickly and effectively.
All in all, I’m excited and energised by the possibilities that a
strong IABM APAC Regional Council can open up for members in the
region, and am looking forward to
implementing as much as I can as
quickly as possible.

The Guardian tells video stories with Media Shuttle
For global news organisation The Guardian,
using video as a storytelling medium is a
common practice.
The problem with video, said Matt Whiting, head of applications at Guardian News
& Media, is the “massive” size of video files
sourced all over the world.
He elaborated: “We need to get them
back to our base in London as soon as
possible in order to put them through our
publishing systems, and a lot of steps that
go into the workflow before publishing,
such as checking with legal, sub-editing,
adding graphics, titles, credits and so on.”

Realising that increasing file sizes of
higher-resolution content and an expanding global reach is an inevitability, Whiting
and his team launched the “Multi-Media
IT Transformation Project” a few years ago.
The initiative included replacing old
technology, including The Guardian’s prior
FTP (File Transfer Protocol) system, because
it could no longer meet the company’s creative and technical needs.
Last year, the company chose to start
using Signiant’s Media Shuttle file-sharing
solution for its video file movement, from
getting footage from the field and moving

it between satellite offices to delivering
finals for broadcast and sharing rushes with
syndication partners.
Whiting and his team found that although Media Shuttle’s backend was “far
more sophisticated” than FTP, deployment
of the system went without any hitches,
and Media Shuttle is now allowing The
Guardian to see “big changes” in their
workflow.
There have been two real differences
from the previous FTP system, revealed
Whiting. “One, Media Shuttle is just a lot
quicker — it makes maximum use of any

available bandwidth,” he explained. “But
the other, which is probably even more
important for us, is that it’s an uninterrupted
transfer.”
Media Shuttle will also allow The
Guardian to prepare for the future, which
is essentially in video, Whiting suggested.
“Certainly, we’ll be doing more and more
video. Our journalists are increasingly going
to take videos with lightweight cameras or
their iPhones. And each of them will have
access to Media Shuttle in order to get
footage and still images to us, and then to
review edits,” he concluded.

LTO technology and
data security discussed
More than 27,000 global security professionals converged at the ExCel London exhibition
and international convention centre from
June 21-23 for this year’s IFSEC International
security conference.
One of the biggest security exhibitions
in Europe, the event saw more than 600
exhibitors highlighting a range of security solutions designed to prevent theft, vandalism,
sabotage, fire and other security disasters.
Protecting property and personnel is
of “utmost importance” in all security approaches due to the heightened threat in
today’s world, as threats from cyber and IT
crime continue to increase, said LTO Program, one of the exhibitors this year. Linear
Tape-Open (LTO) technology was developed
jointly by Certance (now Quantum), Hewlett
Packard Enterprise and IBM in 1998 to provide a “clear and viable choice” in an increasingly complex array of tape storage options.
Cybercrime is a worldwide problem,
stressed LTO Program; the onus is on companies, governments and individuals relying on
the Internet for their day-to-day business to
protect their businesses and their data assets.
LTO technology, in this respect, offers
data protection through hardware encryption and offline air-gap storage capabilities.
LTO technology data encryption features
a 256-symmetric key AES-GCM algorithm
that is implemented at the drive level,
enabling compression before encryption to
maximise tape capacities and deliver high
performance during backup. It also renders
data unreadable when it detects unauthorised access.
LTO technology offline air-gap storage
occurs when the data cartridge is removed
from the tape drive and stored in a tape
library slot, on a shelf or in a secure vault,
thus preventing data from being accessed
by electronic resources. An air-gap or physical space exists between the data and the IT
system, which isolates the storage content
electronically, electromagnetically and, most
importantly, physically from other systems.
What else can companies do to more effectively protect their data assets? Have the
necessary physical protection and alarms in
place, advised LTO Program. This will allow
premises to be protected by locking systems,
safes, barriers, guards, wireless alarm systems,
control panels, shock sensors and more.
Securing data can also be accomplished
through a series of actions, including training staff on how to handle confidential
information, enforcing the use of resilient
passwords, implementing robust technical
barriers such as firewalls, and storing digital
data securely offline.
Additionally, LTO Program believes that
video surveillance can help protect companies, assets and employees, by acting as a
deterrent to crime, assist in apprehending
offenders, protect employees and improve
productivity. Reflecting this, an increasing
number of companies are implementing video survelliance systems with remote cameras
that can capture HD footage for prevention,
evidential and apprehension purposes. LTO
Program is supporting this initiative with
LTO-7 tape, which offers 6TB uncompressed
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(up to 15TB compressed) cartridge capacity, and
comes with native speeds of up to 300Mbps (up
to 750Mbps compressed).
To find out more about how LTO technology
can secure your key data assets, visit www.lto.org.

Locking in your data
assets: LTO Program
was at the recent IFSEC
International security
conference in London
to discuss how LTO
technology can protect
data with hardware
encryption and offline
air-gap storage
capabilities.
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Lawo leads the race for RTL
Lynx Technik’s PVD 1800 standalone SDI frame
synchroniser now offers conversion functionality.

Lynx Technik’s
PVD 1800 enhanced
with conversion
functionality
Lynx Technik’s yellobrik PVD 1800 standalone
SDI frame synchroniser is now equipped with
conversion functionality, which allows for
the support of both the Level A and Level B
dual-link 3G standard.
According to Lynx Technik, this feature
— currently not offered by manufacturer
— will allow users to covert from Level A to
Level B signals.
For instance, users may want to connect a
camera that only outputs a 3G Level B signal
with a switcher that only accepts 3G Level
A signals, or vice versa. The enhanced PVD
1800 thus helps to reduce the frustration for
technicians who find the equipment they
are installing to be incompatible because of
the different levels of the 3G standard each
may support on its own, added Lynx Technik.
Designed for professional applications
in broadcast, post-production and pro A/V
markets, the PVD 1800 synchronises and
processes different video sources, and features multi-format support for SDI formats
up to 3Gbps. An optional fibre-optic I/O can
also be configured to automatically switch
between the electrical and optical inputs if
a signal loss is detected.
The PVD 1800 deploys “flywheel synchronisation” in video processing, and is able to
accommodate a wide variety of low-quality
asynchronous SDI sources. All embedded
audio — which is free from disturbances even
when dropping and adding frame — is extracted and delayed automatically to match
the video processing delay.
The PVD 1800 also provides up to 30
frames of programmable output delay, with
users able to adjust frames, lines and pixels.
It is fully compatible with Lynx Technik’s
yelloGUI software application, allowing the
module to be configured and controlled
using a PC or Mac.

Taking on TV production for the German
leg of the Formula One (F1) World Championship race for the 25th year, German
broadcaster RTL brought remote production
to the 2016 season, which took place from
July 29-31 in Hockenheim.
Instead of setting up a mobile facility
at each track, RTL shifted the production
control to the broadcast centre operated by
Cologne Broadcast Centre (CBC) in Cologne.
Additionally, AVC/H.264 video compression
was used for signal transport to exploit the
available bandwidth for transmission.
Although the idea of remote production
is not new, the infrastructure requirements
have only recently been established for
implementing further elements of remote
production, explained Fritz Behringer, CBC’s
production engineer. He added: “By using
directional lines, the locations can now be
redundantly and economically connected
to the CBC.”
Linking the race venue to the CBC
facility was an MPLS (multi-protocol label
switching) network, which composed of a
Lawo Nova17 router, a DSP (digital signal
processor) engine, and an IFB (interrupted
feedback system) mixer, all of which were
remotely controlled from Cologne, along
with a Riedel intercom system.
File gathering and network control ran
in parallel using the same MPLS transfer.
Production of the live races and coverage
was managed using a touchscreen remote
control on the IFB mixer, as well as a Lawo
mc² audio mixing console in the CBC production control room.
Behringer highlighted that the main task
was to find connectivity that could bring all
relevant live signals and electronic newsgathering (ENG) footage to Cologne. He
continued: “The second big issue was the
handling of signal delay, originating from
distances and codec latencies.”
Essential to the remote production was
the low-latency IFB mixer set-up, which comprised a Nova17 router and was operated
with two Lawo VisTool panels. In case of a
failure of the MPLS network, VisTool provides
fader access for a simple emergency mix.
A similar set-up first went successfully
online at the first race of the 2016 Formula
One season at Melbourne’s Albert Park circuit, and has since travelled with the race to
the Middle East, China, Russia, Europe and
North America.

Remote production has
been introduced for the
2016 F1 season, including
at the recent German
Grand Prix, with support
from the likes of Lawo.

Felix Krückels, Lawo’s director of business development, concluded: “The F1
implementation is a very strong demonstration of how all Lawo products are able
to exchange signals via IP using common

control and offering the customer an integrated solution.
“All talkback and TB mixes were as good
as those from a conventional production with
OB van or container control room.”
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■ MLB Networks upgrades live remote
production capabilities
The Major League Baseball (MLB) Network
is using EVS’ Xplore Web-browsing interface
and XSquare file exchange solution to give
production teams located at its New Jersey
production facility the capability to securely
access and enhance live content from an
event revenue, without needing to access
content through the cloud.
With Xplore, production teams can view
live streams, create media packages and
archive without impacting production truck
workflows and resources on-site.
The solution is enabled by EVS XSquare, which provides secure file exchange
through WAN/LAN connections for immediate and direct access to live multi-camera
recording feeds and clips on EVS XT3 servers

in place at the venue.
These solutions are part of the new
EVS C-Next content contribution platform,
introduced at 2016 NAB Show.
The EVS Xplore interface has “dramatically improved” MLB Network’s workflow,
said Ben Friedfeld, tape producer at MLB
Network. “Producers at our headquarters
in New Jersey can work independently
without affecting any operations on the
remote truck,” he explained. “In the live
environment, Xplore gives us another set of
eyes, which is critical when things move so
quickly. A producer at the studio can see it
all come down and is able to choose everything from shots that help a breakdown to
colour shots for use in a re-tease.”
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Measat, Globecast bring
4 BBC channels to Asia
Measat Satellite Systems has reached
an agreement with Globecast Asia and
BBC Worldwide to distribute four BBC
channels — BBC Earth HD, BBC Lifestyle
HD, CBeebies HD, BBC Entertainment — in
Asia via the Measat-3a satellite. Yau Chyong
Lim, chief commercial officer, Measat,
said: “Measat is excited to partner with
Globecast and support the distribution
of these channels via the Measat-3a
distribution platform. The addition of these
channels strengthens the Measat video
neighbourhood and Measat’s position as
the satellite provider of choice.”

Argosy strengthens
European sales
operations
Daniel Hinton has
assumed the position of
regional sales manager,
Europe for Argosy. In
his new role, Hinton
is supporting Argosy’s
broadcast and pro-AV
customers in Europe, and is driving the
company’s plans to grow its business across
the region. He was most recently with ATEN,
a Taiwan-based management solution and
connectivity specialist. There, Hinton was
responsible for working with distributors,
re-sellers and end-users to specify solutions
in KVM (keyboard, video and mouse),
power management and audio-visual
marketplaces.
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Production units
have roads yet u
At many major live events
around the world, the sighting
of OB vehicles is ubiquitous.
Shawn Liew finds out why
OB vehicles will remain a key
fixture in live production for
the foreseeable future.

A

lready the owner of an extensive fleet of
outside broadcast (OB) vehicles for video
productions, French TV coverage specialist company AMP Visual TV stepped into
a new dimension of broadcast this June
when its Millennium Signature 12 (MS12)
4K/Ultra HD (UHD)/HD-capable OB
truck hit the road for the first time.
Equipped with 40 cameras on a Riedel
MediorNet real-time media network,
MS12 made its debut for 24 Hours of Le
Mans, said to be the world’s oldest active sports car race in endurance racing.
Inaugurated in 1923, the annual race takes
place near the French town of Le Mans,
and has morphed into one of the biggest
and most prestigious automobile races in
the world.
For Riedel Communications, the
outfitting of MS12 is also one of the
biggest-ever installations of its MediorNet
infrastructure. Deployed in a fully redundant configuration built on a 10Gbps fibre
network, 68 MicroN high-density signal
interfaces, eight MetroN core routers,
three MediorNet Compact Pros and two
MediorNet Modular frames combine to
create a decentralised matrix.
This, says Riedel, transforms the MS12
into a unique OB truck concept, with
router elements situated in the “ideal
physical location” for any given workflow
or production. Besides replacing the
traditional router, the MediorNet set-up

Maiden ride: AMP Visual TV’s MS12 OB truck was deployed for the first time in June this year
for 24 Hours of Le Mans, an active sports car race in endurance racing. The HD and 4K/UHDenabled MS12 is outfitted with Riedel’s MediorNet infrastructure.

provides video, audio, data and intercom transport while delivering routing
and processing capabilities.
MS12 can also be turned into
a two-in-one OB truck capable of
conducting joint operations with two
production areas, two audio mixers,
two vision rooms and up to 42 modular workspaces.
The MediorNet MicroN signal
interface, in particular, gives AMP
Visual TV greater freedom in building
sophisticated media infrastructures,
ranging from signal transport to full
video router functionality and signal
processing, says AMP Visual’s CTO,
Francois Valadoux.
“With major events approaching,
we need a 100% reliable and flexible
system that will remain futureproof as
the market migrates towards a fully IPbased environment,” he adds. “Given
the ambitious goal for our pioneering
MS12 OB van, and especially the need
to address 4K/UHD productions, I
have to admit that the [Riedel] system
is impressive, and we are very proud
of the result.”
Part of Riedel’s MediorNet line of
real-time media transport and man-

Launched in
2014, Ross
Video’s openTruck
initiative
advocates a
standardised yet
customisable
blueprint for a
new generation
of cost-effective
remoteproduction
vehicles.

agement solutions, the MicroN devices
provide on-board signal processing
capabilities such as frame synchronisation, embedding/de-embedding and
delays. A modular approach creates
distributed system intelligence, with
MicroN systems strategically located
close to signal sources and destinations. This facilitates AMP Visual TV
to tailor signal routing to the demands
of individual production, regardless
of size.
Working in tandem with the
MediorNet MetroN core fibre router,
which provides the backbone capacity for MS12’s system architecture,
MicroN features a complete array of
audio, video and data inputs/outputs
— including 12 SD/HD/3G-SDI inputs
and outputs — two MADI optical
digital audio ports, a Gigabit Ethernet
port, two sync reference I/Os and eight
10Gb MediorNet high-speed links.
Describing the MS12 approach
as a representation that the future
of broadcast is now, Lars Höhmann,
product manager for MediorNet,
Riedel Communications, elaborates:
“We maximise networking to build innovative ecosystems, created through
our networked approach to signal
management and the tight integration
between all of our products.
“The result is a system in which
everything works together as a unit,
offering flexible system design, connection functions and functionality. It
also means greater efficiency through
simpler configuration and an enormous reduction in cabling.”
When Ross Video launched its
openTruck initiative in 2014, the
company envisioned a standardised
yet customisable blueprint for a new
generation of cost-effective remoteproduction vehicles. Trucks built using
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on wheels
ntravelled
the openTruck design model should, Ross
Video believes, deliver consistent, highquality video and audio content from sports
and other live events.
Two years on, this vision continues to
grow, particularly in North America, where
openTruck supported the production of
more than 400 events last year, reports Steve
Romain, director, special projects, Ross
Video. “These events have been for wellknown sporting networks — CBS Sports,
ESPN and Fox, to name but a few — and
have included NCAA (National Collegiate
Athletic Association) division one sports,
professional sports and major US cable networks. These productions have been aired
in more than 100 countries worldwide,” he
tells APB.
openTruck is also built on the premise
of partnerships with equipment manufacturers, systems integrators, truck builders,
mobile producers and freelance operators.
But even as openTruck leverages a number of different solutions, one product that
has continued to prove to be particularly
popular is Ross Video’s Carbonite production switcher, according to Romain.
This, he adds, stems from the desire to
obtain “big production power in a midsized package that is affordable”. Carbonite
features “space-conscious” control panels
with one, two or three MEs and a 2RU production engine, and is equipped with DVE
functions, media stores, auxiliary buses,
advanced chroma keying, I/O capacity and
intuitive panel ergonomics and production
efficiencies consistent with that of much
larger switches, says Romain.

Carbonite also integrates with other
Ross production systems, such as the
XPression real-time motion graphics system
and clip servers, as well as an array of thirdparty devices. “Carbonite easily fits into a
wide range of budget-limited production
environments, but still offers the capabilities, features and reliability to do the job
right — it produces shorter learning curves
and fewer production errors,” he adds.
As a comp onent of op enTr uck,
Carbonite essentially provides broadcasters with a framework to do more for less —
broadcasters who are increasingly looking
for more compact OB vehicles that reduce
operational expenditures, without compromising production assets or quality, Romain
points out.
He also believes in the enduring durability of OB vehicles, even as cellular-bonded
and drone technologies become increasingly popular choices in the delivery and
enhancement of field production. “These
technologies do not provide the level of
sophistication generally required for a full
event production,” he explains, as Ross
Video continues to improve openTruck’s
capabilities to address emerging technology
developments.
“OB vans have continued to evolve since
the introduction of openTruck as both traditional users (networks) and new markets
(streaming) see the need for 4K/UHD and
IP applications. And as the economics of
the openTruck workflow and footprint
have proven, there will be more demand
for this type of production vehicle,” he
concludes.
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WTS Broadcast’s OB expertise
transcends boundaries
Among the wide array of services provided
by systems integrator (SI) WTS Broadcast
is an end-to-end integration service for
outside broadcast (OB) vehicles.
For RaceTech, a provider of broadcast
and technical services to the UK horseracing industry, a 10-camera HD OB vehicle was required not only for broadcasting,
but also to provide services such as finishline coverage and live large-screen footage
at racecourses.
WTS provided a full in-house coachbuild and integration service, comprising
system design and installation, electrical
installation, coach-build on a clientsupplied 10-tonne DAF chassis, air-conditioning installation, equipment supply,
testing and technical training.
RaceTech’s specifications also called
for an innovative approach, revealed WTS
Broadcast. For ease of operation across
its entire OB fleet, RaceTech required the
router control system to be visually identical to the systems found in its existing
trucks, but utilising different products.
These include Ikegami camera and
CCU systems, SAM multiviewers, Imagine
Communications converters and Lynx
Technik OTX fibre converters, among
others.
To meet this requirement, WTS worked
with TSL Products to develop a new router
control system based on the TSL TallyMan
controller range. This was built on all-new
panels and a refreshed controller system
linked to a custom changeover unit.
In the new vehicle, TallyMan manages all signal flow and logic, from signal
grouping and emergency changeover to
automated logic patching, freeing operators to focus on the task at hand without
worrying about the underpinning systems.
Dan Bailey, product manager, TallyMan,
TSL Products, said: “Throughout the design
and implementation, WTS’ customerfocused approach was clear, with the

Systems integrator WTS Broadcast recently
delivered four multi-purpose HD production
vehicles to Kuwait Television (KTV).

emphasis on simplifying operations and
maintenance while ensuring maximum
flexibility.”
In a separate installation in the Middle East, WTS was commissioned by state
broadcaster Kuwait Television (KTV) to
design and build four multi-purpose HD
production vehicles for use across several
regions.
Part of an upgrade from SD to HD, KTV
requested the vehicles to be capable of
providing faster turnarounds than KTV’s
previous 14-22 camera units.
According to WTS, its build method of
prefabricating furniture and wiring using
3D works models was key in meeting the
project’s lead time. This approach allowed
WTS’ SI team to complete all of the electrical systems, broadcast wiring, interior panels and equipment configuration before
they outfitted the vehicles.
Each vehicle is equipped with customised roof-mounted air-conditioning units
to enable higher ambient temperature
operation of up to 52°C, as well as custom three-phase power distribution with
30-minute 6kVA UPS (uninterruptible
power supply).
All the vehicles, each equipped with an
auto-deploy satellite antenna customised
to receive specific Middle East-targeted
satellites, were delivered 35 days after WTS
received the first empty vehicle.
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Where should fibre optics go
in broadcasting?
HD (UHD) TV will inevitably
create an impact, we should
not be anxious about our
While almost all attention
own work currently.
was focused on the hot topic
Any new technology
of IP at BroadcastAsia2016,
will take quite a while to be
there still stands an old lady
mature and reliable, and to
of broadcasting — fibre-optic
be completely compatible
technology. No matter how open
with different broadcast
standards and interoperability
systems. Nevertheless,
work for current and future IP
reliable and stable fibresystems, fibre-optic transmission
optic systems have been
remains a valuable way for
running for decades. Before
backhaul link and a key platform
better solutions can be
for delivering live sports, military,
found, fibre optics is still the
entertainment or other live
best option.
events.
What fibre-optic services
Some entrepreneurs and
and solutions providers
engineers who still work on fibreshould do is to be confident
optic broadcast technologies
with what they provide with
naturally worry where they
Figure 1: Fibre-optic systems remain irreplaceable in live broadcasting, especially in headend applications,
their own technologies.
should go. How will the new
where recording, editing and production are key functions in the main broadcast workflow.
Then, try to improve their
technology affect existing ones
and where should fibre optics go in
limitations when transmitting
What applications are fibre optics systems by adding new and userfriendly features so that they can be
broadcast industry? Before we answer
signals in both uni-and bidirection
still popular in?
adapted with technologies such as
these questions, let us review how
simultaneously. Traditional copper
As the need for more bandwidth
IP and 4K/UHD. These features may
fibre optics works.
systems can realise any bidirectional
increases rapidly, the efficient use of
include plug-and-play installation
communication in only one direction
fibre-optic network backbone goes
capability, wide compatibility to
How does fibre optics work?
at a time and even digital networks
up dramatically as well. No matter
current and future technologies, as
Any fibre-optic system is designed to
can only switch rapidly between
what the network is, either Internet or
convert signals from electrical into
transmit and receive to mimic
SDH (synchronous optical networking) well as reliability and stability.
Solution providers like Opvision
optic, transport those signals over
bidirectional communication. As a
or fibre-optic systems, they all use
are well experienced in applying
long distances via optic fibre and
result, bandwidth is cut in half.
fibre-optic backbone for remote
fibre-optic systems to broadcast
then convert them back into electrical
transmission. From this point of view,
applications. Opvision provides fibresignals for output. Thus, a fibreReason 3: Immunity to
fibre optics will last forever.
optic links from venues to remote
optic system consists of four basic
interference
On the other hand, due to
broadcast trucks in sporting events,
components: a transmitter, a receiver,
A fibre-optic cable carries only signal
herein stated advantages of fibre
such as the 2008 Olympic Games, the
fibre cable and connectors.
information of light at a frequency
optics, some systems still consider
China National College Sports Games
A fibre-optic cable has a
thousands of times higher than
fibre optics as the first priority
and the Shanghai Winter Run.
transparent fibre core that is thinner
normal electrical signals. Thus, the
of applications, especially in live
With a focus on technology
than a human hair, which allows for
fibre-optic signal is immune to the
broadcasting. Let us take the typical
upgrading
and improvements,
the signal-modulated light beam
conventional forms of interference,
application of live sports as an
Opvision
also
follows market
to pass through. Although there
such as RF, AC power lines, arcing
example for further elaboration.
advanced
steps
in integrating new
are shorter plastic fibre cables for
high voltages and even nearby
Today, sports venues are
technologies
to
its new systems. This
household applications, only glass
lightning strikes.
independent of broadcasters to
includes the OPV450 backhaul link
fibres are employed in broadcastproduce their own content in the
solution, which carries four channels
quality systems due to their
Reason 4: Total electrical
local networks, which can consist
of 3Gbps video signals simultaneously,
advantages of higher purity and
isolation
of large video displays, electronic
thus supporting 4K/UHD applications.
less thickness. It is well known that
Because it transmits only light
scoreboards, digital signage and
Other changes to existing features,
the thinner core results in higher
signals, the fibre-optic cable can be
remote cameras. A single, thin fibrewhile
minor, are also very important
bandwidth capacity.
made up of glass or plastic — totally
optic cable can replace miles of
in
expanding
application fields.
non-conductive materials. Thus, in a
copper cables to serve all these media
Why use a fibre-optic transmission fibre-optic link, one has no worries
Among
these
is the environmental
functions simultaneously, while IP
system?
working temperature, and many
about ground loops, hum bars in a
network cable and Wi-Fi are limited
Reason 1: Uncompression 		
providers have extended their
video system, short circuits or signal
by distance and strength in the field.
and transparency
environmental specifications to cover
leakage between conductors. Due to
Fibre-optic systems are powerful
A fibre-optic system is baseband
an operating temperature range of
the same reason, high voltages and
enough to multiplex multiple signals
point-to-point transmission without
between -35°C and +75°C.
even total immersion in water have
— audio, video or data — into
compression, ensuring transparency
Today’s broadcast systems must
no effect on the signal.
a single fibre-optic cable. Fibreand complete fidelity of signals. This
be
built
with future-proof features
optic systems are also flexible to
property makes fibre-optic systems
because
of the constantly changing
Reason 5: Safety
adapt quickly to different in-field
irreplaceable in live broadcasting,
industrial requirements. Most
The material of glass is safe enough
requirements, such as communicating
especially in headend applications,
HDTV productions are now utilising
to be unaffected by most chemicals
among multi-venue control rooms,
where recording, editing and
uncompressed 1.5Gbps, 2.97Gbps,
and solvents. The fibre-optic cable
re-locating mobile units away from
production are key functions in the
or even 6Gbps (4K/UHD). Bandwidth
can thus be employed in different
venues for security reasons, and faster
main broadcast workflow (refer to
requirements are thus increased to
and adverse environments, because
set-up and tear-down requirements
Figure 1). These require extremely
10/30/50Gbps for one to multiple
the optical-only signal makes the
before and after each event.
high quality of video and audio signals system intrinsically safe. For example,
channels of 4K/UHD.
without any delay before distribution.
Only a fibre-optic communications
Where should those who are
if a fibre is broken somewhere, it
infrastructure can accommodate the
working on fibre optics go?
neither provides a shock hazard nor
Reason 2: High bandwidth
next generation of fast-changing
Although the most advanced
produces a spark in an explosive
A fibre-optic system has no bandwidth atmosphere.
broadcast systems. ❑
technologies such as IP and 4K/Ultra
by dr nancy su

Dr Nancy Su is
vice-president
of Opvision
Technology.

Only a
fibre-optic
communications
infrastructure
can
accommodate
the next
generation of
fast-changing
broadcast
systems.
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Intelsat Epic expands global reach
with new satellite launch
NG

How will the launch of Intelsat
33e, alongside the Intelsat 29e,
help Intelsat better meet the
needs of its customers, particularly in the Asia-Pacific region?
Terry Bleakley: When we talk to
our customers in Asia and their ob
jectives for the next five years, their
needs are clear: more throughput
while leveraging current hardware,
better economics and innovation
to simplify satellite solutions for
broader use.
Intelsat 33e and the entire Intel
sat EpicNG platform are designed to
power solutions that address the
new and faster growing applica
tions that are being implemented
by our enterprise, wireless, mobility
and government customer sets.
To achieve this, Intelsat EpicNG was
designed to be highly efficient,
delivering the most throughput per
unit of capacity to the end-users via
a combination of wide beams and
spot beams on a platform design of
open architecture and backwards
compatibility. Intelsat EpicNG lowers

The second satellite in the Intelsat EpicNG satellite fleet,
Intelsat 33e, was scheduled for launch last month on
Aug 24 to serve customers in Europe, Africa, the Middle
East and Asia. Terry Bleakly (right), regional VP, AsiaPacific sales, Intelsat, tells APB how the new satellite,
and the Intelsat EpicNG platform in general, will address
the needs of Intelsat customers now and into the future.
the cost per bit for our customers
and helps them unlock new ap
plications.
Two trends that are expected to
impact the satellite industry are
high throughput satellite (HTS)
and the Internet of Things (IoT).
How are the Intelsat EpicNG satellites designed to address these
trends, and how can we expect
the fleet to be further enhanced
with new launches, beginning
with the Intelsat 35e next year?
Bleakley: Intelsat EpicNG is HTS,
designed to lower cost per bit and

simplify access — two features
that are essential to unlocking
access to new sectors such as IoT.
But not all HTS platforms are alike.
With Intelsat EpicNG, we focused on
optimising efficiency to the endusers, not on the total throughput
of the satellite.
Tests conducted with Intelsat 29e indicate throughput im
provements of up to five times as
compared to that of wide-beam
capacity and current platforms,
and the Intelsat EpicNG platform
can also leverage higher order
modulation technologies, mean

ing our throughput, and that of
our customers, will continue to
improve as new ground hardware
is developed.
But HTS is not an end-game in
itself. We think innovation on the
ground is as important as in the sky.
We have also focused on driving
innovation throughout the delivery
chain to fully optimise the perfor
mance of the platform, and make
it easier for end-users to access
HTS solutions. The development of
smaller, simpler, more cost-efficient
ground terminals and hardware,
coupled with HTS, will improve the

benefits that can be delivered via
IoT applications.
Intelsat EpicNG will have seven
satellites. Intelsat 29e is already
providing services for the Americas,
and Intelsat 33e will grow the Intel
sat EpicNG footprint across Europe,
Africa, the Middle East and Asia.
Horizons 3e, being developed un
der a joint venture between Intelsat
and JSAT and expected to launch in
2018, will further cover Asia-Pacific.
Four additional Intelsat EpicNG
satellites, including Intelsat 35e,
are scheduled for launch through
to 2019. With each new platform,
we will introduce more innovations,
evolving the technology with new
flexibility features that will take
this new generation towards fully
software-defined satellite missions.
Thus, we are offering to our cur
rent and future customers not only
the most powerful and the most
consistent space infrastructure ever
built, but also an ability to adapt,
modify, and improve this infrastruc
ture as the market demands.

Good time to protect your valuable investment
by keith adams

TV and radio transmitters are often subject to
harsh operating conditions. Although Gates
Air transmitters are designed to withstand
AC power line surges induced by lightning,
or other sources, there can be occasions
where the built-in protection is just not
enough. With the summer lightning season
already upon us, now would be an excellent
time to evaluate your transmitter protection.
We always recommend adding good

quality AC line transient voltage protection
ahead of the transmitter. There are a wide
variety of technologies available and many
manufacturers have vast experience in deal
ing with protecting broadcast equipment.
One of the first items to check is the
station ground (Earth ground). If there is no
ground, or a poor ground path, no amount
of protection can completely protect your
transmitter. We recommend getting the sta
tion Earth ground checked by a competent
technician, and taking any steps needed to

satisfy his recommendations. A ground im
pedance of 5ohms or less is recommended.
Once the station ground has been veri
fied/updated, check if the existing transient/
surge protection device is sized and rated
appropriately for the equipment that it is
protecting. Some older units may not meet
current standards and/or may not perform
as well as expected. New transient protec
tion devices should meet UL1449 4th edi
tion (UL 1449 is a safety and performance
standard for Surge Protective Devices (SPDs)

developed by UL, a global independent
safety science company).
When shopping for a new transient/
surge protection device, make sure that it
not only meets UL1449 4th edition and is ULlisted, but also has the capability of handling
surge currents of at least 200kA. If in doubt,
contact one of the major suppliers of such
equipment and discuss your specific needs.
Keith Adams is marketing communications
manager at GatesAir.
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Digistor unveils Forscene
cloud editing in Australia
Forbidden Technologies and Australian
technology solutions provider Digistor have
entered into a non-exclusive agreement
that will see the latter be the first Australian
service provider of the former’s Forscene
technology. Forscene provides professional
post-production software in the cloud for
a number of video industries, including
broadcast entertainment, news and sports.
The software allows video producers to
access centralised material from a Web
browser or app on any device, and to
collaborate from anywhere in the world
using a full range of post-production tools.

Enjoy easy access to
content with Hootsuite

Laying down the
markers on the
road to IP

As well as issues such as
interoperability and open
standards, many broadcasters
remain undecided on the
operational efficiency or costeffectiveness to be gained
from making the transition
to IP. Is the road to IP filled
with insurmountable odds, or
might the transition not be as
complicated as some think?
Shawn Liew attempts to seek
some answers …

F
Hootsuite, a social media management
platform, has integrated Dropbox, Microsoft OneDrive, Box, Goggle Drive and other
content sources into its publishing platform. The integration allows users to access
photos, gifs and other digital assets directly
from their cloud content repositories within
Hootsuite, making it simple to access and
publish “engaging and dynamic content”.
Social media is becoming a primary channel
for businesses of all sizes to connect with
customers, said Roger Muff, VP of business
development and technology partnerships,
Box. This increases the need to manage
digital assets intelligently, and to create engaging social content. Leveraging strategic
platforms such as Hootsuite and Box allow
teams to work faster and smarter, and deliver
more successful digital campaigns, he added.
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or consumers looking to make a big ticket
item purchase, having the opportunity to,
for example, take that sparkling new car
out for a test drive, or be afforded a close-up
demonstration of the possibilities offered by
the 82-inch 4K/Ultra HD (UHD) TV set, is
likely to go a long way in helping to make
the final purchase decision.
As the debate on broadcast IP continues
to gain momentum, are broadcasters afforded the same level of understanding and
insights into a technology they could potentially be investing into in the near future?
Broadcasters and production companies
have long lacked the opportunity to get
hands-on participation on a test IP Live
production system, says Hiroyuki Takahama, assistant general manager, Content
Creation Solutions Marketing, Professional
Solutions Company (PSAP), Sony Corporation of Hong Kong.
This, and Sony’s continuing commitment to developing IP solutions that are
both ready today and futureproof, led the
company to launch a dedicated IP Live
Studio as part of its Digital Motion Picture
Centre Europe (DMPCE) at Pinewood Film
Studios in the UK.
Takahama tells APB: “With the opening
of the IP Live Studio, Sony is now able to
provide a landmark educational resource,
and a practical tool to aid literacy and excellence in IP.
“The studio will demonstrate a full IP
ecosystem, showcasing the scalability and
benefits of Sony’s Networked Media Interface (NMI), which delivers low latency and
noise-free switching of HD and 4K/UHD
video, as well as audio and metadata, via
standard network infrastructures.”
Essentially, the IP Live Studio aims to
create opportunities for Sony partners and
customers to test and operate a complete IP
workflow, and to experience the interoper-

Sony has built a new IP Live Studio
at the Pinewood Film Studios in
the UK, where the company says its
partners and customers can test and
operate a complete IP workflow.

ability on offer — an issue that continues
to present teething problems for IP live
production.
Takahama explains: “Standardisation remains a key challenge for IP live
production, and it is essential to create
a robust, evolving set of open technical
standards that integrates infrastructure
and applications — thus eliminating
fragmentation and maximising interoperability.”
With the IP Live Studio, Sony is also
providing a platform for partners of its IP
Live Alliance to interface their equipment
with Sony systems. This, says Takahama,
allows Sony and its partners to venture
beyond a regular proof-of-concept by
demonstrating their products’ inter
operability and functionality in a live
environment. “Supporting Sony’s mission
to educate and inspire A/V professionals,
the Live IP Studio also serves as a permanent technical reference for production
and broadcast companies, showing them
what is possible with IP,” he adds.
Earlier this year, Sony also announced its membership of the Alliance for IP Media Solutions (AIMS), an
independent trade association with the
mandate to promote open standards and
interoperability in broadcast IP. Joining
AIMS is just another indication of Sony’s
commitment to working with partners
and customers to make IP an operational
reality in live production environments.
While it may be some time yet before a universal open standard becomes
available, Sony’s NMI technology, an
open standard in itself, is ready to be integrated into existing workflow systems,
Takahama points out.
What, then, will constitute a successful working IP live production system?
“Some of the key elements that need to

be put in place include the availability of
compatible equipment, and a sturdy and
reliable network infrastructure,” he replies.
“This allows users to deliver 4K or UHD
content in a live environment via IP.”
Although most of Sony’s 4K/UHD
products are equipped with IP-connectivity, the company acknowledges a
number of SDI-based broadcast equipment are still being deployed. Sony’s XVS
series switchers, for instance, address
the need for interoperability and provides both IP and SDI input and output
interfaces. “Sony provides solutions to
convert from SDI to IP, and vice versa,
so that all existing baseband models can
be integrated into an IP system,” explains
Takahama, who also reveals Sony’s plans
to deploy a new IP-ready 4K/UHD live
production system at a training facility
in Asia-Pacific by the end of this year.
The system, he elaborates, will encompass Sony’s HDC-4300 4K/UHD 3-CMOS
studio camera, the BPU-4500 IP-ready
baseband processor unit, the PWS-4500
IP-ready production server and the XVS6000 IP-ready production switcher.
This Asian demonstration is also
likely to be supported by a number of
technology partners who are already
contributing equipment to the IP Live
Studio in the UK. They include Imagine
Communications, who is contributing
solutions such as the recently introduced
hybrid IP Epic Multi-Viewer (EPIC MV),
and the Magellan SDN Orchestrator, a
software control system for managing
hybrid SDI-IP environments.
Glodina Lostanlen, CMO at Imagine
Communications, states: “As one of the
early advocates of moving media ope
rations to software-based environments
built on generic computing and networking platforms, Imagine Communications

Turkish broadcaster Dogan TV says it is
the only national broadcaster in the world
whose broadcasting and production
workflows are fully IP-operated.

is pleased to be part of this important
initiative to provide media companies
with the practical knowledge necessary for putting their live production
facilities on a path towards the future.”
Imagine Communications, a
founding member of AIMS and longterm member of Sony’s IP Live Alliance, has also recently announced the
milestone of completing more than
25 IP-based customer installations.
The vision the company unveiled
in 2013 — that of a software-based
technology transformation of the media and entertainment industry — is
today a reality, declares Charlie Vogt,
Imagine Communications’ CEO.
He explains: “Our customers
are increasingly recognising that
evolving business models, fuelled by
disruptive shifts in the way video is
being consumed, require transformative change to gain the benefits of
revenue growth, network flexibly,
scale, cost-efficiency and a futureproof environment.”
In total, Imagine Communications’ next-generation deployments
now account for more than 50 IPbased channels and over 3,000 live
production streams. To support the
transition to next-generation architectures, the company is continuing
to design and deliver products and
solutions built for hybrid SDI-IP and
pure IP environments. These, including the Platinum IP3 router and the
EPIC multiviewer, are designed to facilitate the management, movement
and monetisation of media over
commerical-off-the-shelf (COTS)
environments.
Regular visitors to the many
broadcast exhibitions around the
world may recall a familiar mantra
— SDI must die. Insisting that this
mantra is not without its merits, Jan
Weigner, managing director and cofounder of Cinegy, describes to APB:
“The transition to IP, whether in part
or in total, is inevitable. The so-called
‘early adopters’ are already highly successful and profitable, and are [now]
veterans of IP-based broadcasting.”
Recognising that SDI will likely
experience a “slow death”, he nevertheless dismisses how some broadcast facilities continue to cling onto
SDI “like a favourite childhood toy”.
“By all means, keep SDI —but
perhaps store it in the loft with
your first bike and training wheels,”
Weigner says, tongue-in-cheek.
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“Nostalgia has its warm and fuzzy
place, but it’s better to use it to create content for a ‘Nostalgia Channel’, which you can quickly and
painlessly get on air over IP.”
And Cinegy is a firm advocate
that the technical transition to IP
is not as arduous as some make it
out to be. “Do your homework and,
most importantly, secure internal
buy-in from the start, and the
transition will be much smoother,”
Weigner advises.
Because IP represents a new
way of working, the transition
naturally can be disconcerting for
some traditionalists, he acknowledges. “However, what we and our
customers have found time and
again is that the learning curve is
so short, and the benefits so readily
apparent that, in hindsight, the only
thing preventing broadcasters from
making the change [to IP] sooner
is that they didn’t know about it.”
The wildcard in the IP equation,
Weigner adds, is the advent of 4K/
UHD, which will prove almost
impossible to process in an SDIonly world, he maintains. In the
interim, a hybrid IP/SDI approach
may offer short-term practicality
for many, although a recent installation in Turkey may go some way
in championing a transition to a
full IP-based broadcasting and
production workflow.
Towards the end of 2007, Turkish broadcaster Dogan TV started
the D-Smart pay-TV satellite platform. The initial technical blueprint, based on HD-SDI technology, consisted of SDI distribution
and signal processing equipment,
as well as “very large” SDI routers
and multiviewers.
An evaluation of this SDI-based
system design found it to be bulky,
inflexible, costly and difficult to
operate or maintain, reports Hasan
Kiragi, director of broadcast operations at Dogan TV. Having worked
with Cinegy on a number of ITbased broadcast solutions for filebased workflows, Dogan TV began
to explore the possibility of moving
broadcast-quality live video operations completely to IP.

After completing a successful
transition last year, Kiragi reflects:
“First, you have to get your signals
on an IP domain. If you have a studio connected to the external world,
its outputs should be sent on an IP
domain and IP signals should be
received on an SDI domain.
“To achieve this, you need to
replace your old equipment with
new devices that are capable of live
IP streaming, or you need to use
gateways converting the SDI signal
to IP and vice versa.”
The next step is just implementation, he says matter-of-factly.
This involves choosing appropriate
network switchers and building
a reliable broadcast-capable network. For Dogan TV, two multicast
networks work in parallel, so that
each source to the system simultaneously pushes IP streams in
both networks to each destination.
Cinegy multiviewer, ingest and
playout solutions are connected to
both networks and simultaneously
receive the multicast streams.
Kiragi, however, is quick to
stress that “if you have deployed an
IP network, you don’t have an SDI
signal anymore and you can’t patch
it from some point to another point
by just connecting BNC cables”.
“If something goes wrong in the
network, you are stymied,” he adds.
“That’s why we implemented parallel network switches from different
brands. If one fails, we failover to
the other one.”
Equally importantly, the learning curve was a short one for Dogan
TV’s technicians and engineers
— even those who may not have
been too familiar with a softwarebased IT approach — because the
software is “so intuitive”.
Kiragi elaborates: “We also do
not have to worry about live signals,
neither as an input port number
nor output port number for the
routing. Nor do we have to lay
down thousands of metres of video
cables to carry the live signals. Instead, we can carry hundreds of live
video signals on a single 10Gbps
network port.”
Across Asia-Pacific, the concept of IP-based broadcasting can
be particularly appealing and is
already “growing rapidly”, suggests
Cinegy’s Weigner.
“With so many variants in
cultural interests in the region,
the ability to play to niche markets
through hyper-localisation, as
well as to major ones with more
mainstream content, is a powerful
argument for the flexibility of IP,”
he concludes.

Across Asia-Pacific, the concept of IP-based
broadcasting can be particularly appealing and
is already “growing rapidly”.
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VRT-EBU LiveIP studio deployed by IBC TV
To demonstrate the possibilities of
live IP production, IBC TV is using
the VRT-EBU LiveIP studio production set-up to shoot, edit and
produce some of the programmes
covering the IBC 2016 conference
and exhibition.
IBC TV, which presents key
stories about industry suppliers
and event-related news, is delivering content online and on screens
through the RAI Exhibition and
Convention Centre. The LiveIP
project’s presence at IBC 2016 is
supported by partners such as
Axon, EVS, Grass Valley, Imagine
C o m m u n i c a t i o n s , L a wo a n d
Nevion, among others.
The set-up is split over three

sites connected by fibre, with the
LiveIP studio floor and the control
room where the production staff
are based in Hall 8. The data centre holding much of the network
equipment is hosted at EVS’ booth
in Hall 8, while the IBC TV studio in
Hall 13 provides the capability to
control the LiveIP studio remotely.
Since IBC 2015, the industry has
made “great progress” in bringing
IP to live production, including
the development of agreed open
standards, interoperability testing
and initiatives such as LiveIP, said
Sue Robinson, producer at IBC TV.
“As the high-profile provider of
content for one of the broadcast
industry’s biggest gathering, IBC

IBC TV is shooting, editing and producing some of the programmes covering the
IBC 2016 conference and exhibition using the VRT-EBU LiveIP studio production
set-up.

TV wanted to try the technology
for itself and highlight the potential
of IP in revolutionising production,”
she explained.

Karel De Bondt, project manager of the LiveIP project, added:
“There is a tremendous momentum
behind the use of IP and IT technol-

ogy in live production because of
the potential benefits of having an
environment that can be remote,
shared and automated.
“There are also a lot of questions around the maturity of the
technology, so the use of the LiveIP
set-up by IBC TV will be a perfect
opportunity for visitors to IBC 2016
to see for themselves how an all-IP
studio can work.”
Started in 2015, the VRT-EBU
LiveIP studio is said to be the
“world’s first” proof-of-concept of a
complete live production that relies
exclusively on IP, and uses existing
open standards such as SMPTE
2022-6, AES67/Ravenna, PTP and
OpenFlow.

Brightcove seals OVP position with market leadership award win
Brightcove has been awarded the Frost &
Sullivan 2016 Market Leadership Award for
Global Online Video Platforms (OVP).
Some of the reasons Frost & Sullivan
cited for Brightcove’s win includes the company’s breadth of “easy-to-use, scalable”
video products.
Brightcove, according to Frost & Sullivan,
is a “one-stop-shop” for media organisa-

tions, digital marketers and enterprises,
where customers looking for a complete
all-in-one video marketing solution can
find it in Brightcove’s Video Market Suite.
Organisations with existing video technology capabilities can also take advantage
of Brightcove’s modular product approach
by selecting from offerings for video hosting and publishing (Video Cloud), players

(Perform), transcoding (Zencoder), serverside ad insertion (Once) and over-the-top
(OTT Flow).
Aravindh Vanchesan, industry manager
at Frost & Sullivan, added: “When consumers turned to computer screens and
mobile devices for online video watching,
Brightcove helped create the original online video platform for media companies

and enterprises.
“Twelve years later, the company continuously updates its offerings to give customers a market-leading, holistic solution
for online video management. Focusing
on building strong partnerships with customers has helped Brightcove maintain its
market leadership position as it expands
globally.”
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Cloud TV Everywhere as a service:

Transforming content preparation and
distribution workflow for pay-TV operators
by jean-christophe jubin

A recent report from analyst firm Media
Partners Asia predicted that pay-TV
industry sales across 18 major markets
in the Asia-Pacific region will climb from
US$54 billion in 2016 to $81 billion by
2025.
As pay-TV operators look to
accelerate growth, they need a service
creation and infrastructure solution
that enables rapid adjustment to
the dynamics of changing markets
and consumer expectations. A viable
solution is a TV Everywhere platform
hosted in the cloud to manage all
aspects of the content preparation and
distribution workflow from transcoding
to packaging, encryption, publishing,
recommendations and delivery.
By deploying a complete cloud
service for these tasks, operators can
quickly and easily monetise the multiscreen environment, keeping content
safe by employing best-in-class security
on every device.

Challenges facing pay-TV operators
in Asia-Pacific
The television experience is evolving
globally. In the Asia-Pacific region
particularly, video users are increasingly
reaching for second-screen devices
such as smartphones and tablets in
addition to traditional TV screens, and
requesting advanced features such as
catch-up TV and subscription video-ondemand (SVoD).
Piracy is also an issue, especially in
South-east Asia. Pirated content has
become especially difficult to distinguish
from its original sources, as new and
increasingly sophisticated forms of video
content piracy continue to emerge.
According to CASBAA, pirated TV
programming is significantly impacting
the profits of Asian TV companies.
Beyond consumer and market
trends, infrastructure is the main hurdle
to growth in the Asia-Pacific region.
Many cities are switching directly
to fibre, which may be beneficial
for delivering over-the-top (OTT)
services but broadband quality is still
inadequate to support OTT services
nationwide or in large markets.
From a service creation and
infrastructure solution perspective,
operators must decide whether to
adopt a traditional approach, where the

From a service creation and
infrastructure solution perspective,
operators must decide whether to
adopt a traditional approach, where the
components are sourced from multiple
manufacturers, or the cloud.

necessary to plan for service outages,
as well as eliminates the need to buy
redundant hardware to deal with the
peaks.
With the Voyage - TVaaS platform,
operators can provide subscribers with
a personalised content offering and
a user experience that is simple and
intuitive, allowing effortless exploration
and discovery of relevant and
compelling content across all devices.
A variety of business models can
be supported, enabling operators to
quickly tailor their multi-screen TV
services based on market conditions to
monetise content and maximise returnon-investment (ROI). This component
is enabled via Viaccess-Orca’s Compass
content discovery and personalisation
platform.

The elasticity of the cloud allows operators to automatically adjust to spikes in demand from
live events, which reduces the amount of time necessary to plan for service outages, as well as
eliminates the need to buy redundant hardware to deal with the peaks.

components are sourced from multiple
manufacturers, or the cloud. Traditional
infrastructure requires a significant
initial investment and an ongoing
expense for software, equipment,
upgrades and maintenance.
Operators must also maintain the
in-house expertise to keep things
running smoothly, engage outside
providers of professional services for
integration and operations, or both.
While service delivery via the
cloud has emerged as an effective
way to reduce costs, decrease time
to market, and enable rapid change
(by quickly adding new features and
programming), it may still require
capital expenses if fully or partially
premise-based.
The ideal approach is to host the
complete workflow in the cloud.

The solution: Cloud TV Everywhere
as a service
By deploying a complete cloudbased TV Everywhere “platform as
a service”, such as Viaccess-Orca’s
Voyage - TVaaS, operators can pay
as they grow. The Opex-based model
requires no infrastructure on-premises,
meaning operators do not need to
make significant capital investments
for equipment and software that go
out of date.
Everything can be handled from
the cloud, from transcoding to
packaging, encryption, publishing,
recommendations and delivery,
making it easy to get new features and
services off the ground quickly.
In particular, service management
is simplified via cloud-based platforms.
Voyage - TVaaS includes RiGHTv,

an advanced service delivery platform
with a single service management
view, encompassing content,
services, customers, devices, and
recommendations. This enables
operators to build and launch new
services quickly, promote new offerings
to customer segments and incentivise
loyal subscribers, and effectively
manage sets of content items in bulk.
Voyage - TvaaS is a fully managed
platform, so limited technical expertise
is required on behalf of the operator.
Rather than devote significant training
and technical resources to managing
the cloud platform, operators can focus
on more important tasks such as how
to drive new business growth. A large
scope of features and business models
are supported via the platform.
Secure video distribution is
guaranteed via cloud TV Everywhere as
a service. Viaccess-Orca’s Voyage - TvaaS
provides best-in-class security for the
distribution of video-on-demand (VoD)
and live content to multi-screen devices
via its Connected Sentinel Player.
By implementing Microsoft
PlayReady DRM, approved by all major
Hollywood studios, the Connected
Sentinel Player gives operators the
peace of mind that content distribution
to multi-screen devices, such as iOS or
Android tablets and smartphones, is
secure. The Connected Sentinel Player
supports all common video formats and
streaming protocols, including MPEGDASH, Microsoft Smooth Streaming and
HLS (HTTP Live streaming).
The elasticity of the cloud allows
operators to automatically adjust to
spikes in demand from live events,
which reduces the amount of time

Conclusion
More than anywhere else in the world,
multi-screen television content is
generating a lot of traction in the
Asia-Pacific region. For operators
looking to expand their service —
whether by adding live/on-demand
content to their traditional TV offering
or via second-screen devices — the
cost and inflexibility of on-premises
infrastructure is a challenge.
Being an end-to-end and Opexbased OTT service model, Voyage
- TVaaS perfectly suits the needs of
emerging Asian countries, enabling
operators to evolve rapidly to handle
new services, business models, and
types of end-devices without disruption.
All operators have to do is upload the
content, and Voyage - TVaaS takes care
of the rest, accelerating operators’ time
to market, maximising business agility,
and reducing technical complexity
and overhead, while enhancing viewer
engagement.
Viaccess-Orca has been an active
provider in Asia for more than 15
years. As part of the Orange Group, it
benefits greatly from the operational
synergies of all Orange subsidiaries
across Asia.
Today, the company is focusing
its development activities in Southeast Asia, with a commercial presence
in Singapore, Hong Kong, Thailand,
Indonesia and the Philippines. Key
customers, such as Singtel and Reliance,
combined with a comprehensive range
of TVE products, make Viaccess-Orca
a credible player in the Asian market,
with the capability to respond to the
demands of operators and broadcasters
as they launch OTT multi-screen
offerings. ❑
Jean-Christophe Jubin is VP Sales APAC at
Viaccess-Orca.
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OTT built for viewers
Fuelled by the explosion of consumer devices
such as mobile phones and tablets — with
776 million mobile connections in Southeast Asia — the over-the-top (OTT) scene
is getting hotter, drawing in many OTT
service providers. With more connections,
content and choices, consumers are getting
their entertainment on-the-go, wherever and
whenever they want.
Indonesia is the third largest smartphone
market in the Asia-Pacific region, following
China and India, with viewers now spending
almost half of their online viewing time
on mobile, according to Ooyala. Since we
launched Viu in Indonesia in May this year, we
have seen video views exceeding 25,000 hours
in just the first 30 days. We have observed
similar success with our launches in Hong
Kong, Singapore, Malaysia and India over the
past six months.
During our eight years providing videoon-demand (VoD) content to viewers in
emerging markets, we’ve seen first-hand how
rapidly technology and consumer preferences
can change. When we first launched Vuclip
in 2008, Apple had just introduced the
revolutionary iPhone, and FM radios were
still considered an essential feature for mobile
devices.
Fast forward eight years and high-definition
(HD) streaming of music and video have
become commonplace. 3G and 4G connections
are projected to make up 88% of mobile
subscriptions in South-east Asia by 2020.

Our secret to success is really quite simple
— always put the viewer first. We do that by
making sure we understand what they want:
n Consumers favour fresh, current
content. In our most recent Global Video
Insights Survey, more than half of video viewers
in Indonesia and Malaysia indicated that they
look for freshness and diversity in content.
n Viewers want to watch videos in their
native language. Offering fresh content with
local subtitles is key; providing same-day
delivery creates bonus points.
n Only an unbuffered viewing
experience is acceptable. Premium content
should only be showcased with a premium
viewing experience through unbuffered, HDquality videos. Champagne sipped out of a
plastic cup just would not feel the same, right?
With Viu, we have focused on meeting
these demands. One of our greatest
opportunities has been with the extremely
popular Asian dramas. We are streaming some
of the biggest hits on the same day as the Asia
content broadcast, provided with English and
local subtitles, and in high quality.
Research conducted by PCCW showed
that between 53% and 80% of viewers from
Singapore, Malaysia and Indonesia watch
Asian dramas regularly.
By leveraging invaluable consumer insights
while keeping updated on the trends and habits
of viewers in the region, we are able to provide
a better overall experience for them. And that
is how we continue to draw more viewers and

consumers to Viu.
Video streaming OTT players are purveyors
of entertainment. The more we are tuned into
what our audience demands, and consequently
work towards fulfilment, the better the chance
of success. With competition brewing within
the region, it is imperative that we continue to
keep that in mind. q

NICKHIL
JAKATDAR
CEO, Vuclip

See us at
IBC booth 10.A31
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Migration is a
matter of survival

For nearly 50 years Magna has been providing a competitive
advantage for its customers in the broadcast industry through
the timely adoption of innovations with minimal risk of disruption.
Summed up as secure innovation, Magna de-risk a first-mover
advantage and safely takes its customers to where their competitors
haven’t gone yet. With Magna, you can rest assured that we’ll get
you there securely – we owe it to our reputation.
Contact your local Magna office for more information
and a free consultation today.
Auckland +64 9520 1582 Hong Kong +852 2563 4453 Jakarta +62 8181 43923
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